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FOREWORD 

FOR the season 1931-32 the Institute of Archaeological 
Research of the University of Michigan temporarily suspended 
the work of its Egyptian Expedition at the site of ancient Karanis 
(modern K6m Aushim) in the Fayoum and shifted the scene 
of its activities to the relatively close Hellenistic-Roman site of 
Soknopaiou N esos (modern Dime). F or this there were two chief 
reasons. In the first place, it seemed advisable to compare the 
chronology worked out for the various levels at Karanis with those 
of some other contemporary site in the Fayoum and, secondly, it 
was hoped that the work at Dime would yield results sufficiently 
important to warrant making it the scene of an independent 
excavation when that at K6m Aushim had been brought to a 
conclusion. A brief summary of the results of this campaign 
has appeared in my report in the American Journal of Archae
ology, 36 (1932), 522-523, and some of the more important 
features will be treated in detail in the various chapters of this 
volume. Here it is enough to say that the chronological data 
obtained at Dime coincided well with those from K6m Aushim, 
and that it is evident that both places, and presumably the rest 
of the Fayoum, experienced their period of greatest prosperity 
in the time between the establishment of Roman authority in 
Egypt toward the close of the first century B.C. and the end of 
the dynasty of the Severi early in the third Christian century. 
The Ptolemaic levels uncovered at Dime find no definite parallels 
at Karanis, where the corresponding levels have been destroyed, 
and similarly the late Roman and Byzantine phases of the his
tory of Karanis have no counterpart at Dime, which appears 
to have been abandoned about the middle of the third century. 
Although the archaeological finds at Dime were not particularly 
noteworthy, the season spent there cannot be said to have been 
unremunerative even from this point of view, and there are 
many interesting problems, particularly concerning the early 
history of the site, which can be solved only by a more extensive 
excavation than we were able to conduct in a single campaign. 
Nevertheless, a complete scientific examination of this site in
volves such difficulties in the way of transportation and supplies 
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that the Institute has been obliged to conclude, to its great re
gret, that the funds at present at its disposal could be expended 
more advantageously on some other project. 

Before the University of Michigan Expedition began work at 
Dime in November, 1931, the site had already been the scene of 
several excavations. About 1890 one Farag, a dealer in antiques 
at Gizeh, secured permission to dig there for two successive 
winters (Grenfell and Hunt, Fayum Towns, p. 18; P. Tebt. II, 
p. 348). A little later, after 1894, a Copt obtained a similar 
concession (Fayum Towns, p. 19). To these early workings and 
to subsequent illicit plundering by natives, such as resulted in 
the discovery of a lot of Ptolemaic papyri in 1900 (P. Tebt. II, 
p. 349), must be attributed the ruinous condition of the mound 
which met the first European excavators. These were W. P. 
Grenfell and A. S. Hunt, who dug for papyri at Dime from 
December, 1900, to February, 1901. They found that the 
houses had been plundered and therefore devoted their attention 
largely to the Ptolemaic cemeteries to the southwest, west, and 
northwest of the town. They discovered no trace of a pre
Ptolemaic settlement but, from a consideration of the level of 
the Ptolemaic tombs, concluded that the site had ceased to be 
an island by Ptolemaic times (Egypt Exploratt·on Fund, Archae-
010 gic al Report, 1900-I, p. 5). 

In 1908 Professor F. Zucker carried out a brief exploration 
of the site (Arch. Anz., 1909, p. 183), and in the following year 
he directed an excavation there for one month, the results of 
which were presented in a brief report, unaccompanied by plans 
or illustrations, in the Archaeologischer Anzeiger for 1910, 
pp. 243-247. Zucker and his colleagues found that the elevated 
rim of the site on the east and west sides consisted of a sand 
wall without houses. On the inner slopes they uncovered a 
few poor houses. Badly preserved remains of other houses 
came to light in the space between the west wall of the temenos 
and the western edge of the mound. The space inside the te
menos wall had been plundered almost completely and con
tained no important remains. At the south end of the east 
temenos wall papyri of the first century A.D. were found in 
the debris. Through the kindness of Professors Zucker and 
G. Roeder I have been able to consult photographs taken by 
them during the excavation. These show that the devastated 
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condition of the central portion of the mound was the same in 
1909 as when the Michigan Expedition began its work twenty-

two years later. . 
The site of Dime yielded a goodly number of papyn to the 

early plunderers and excavators. They range in date from the 
second century B.C. to the third century A.D. In 190 5 Grenfell 
and Hunt stated that the Dime papyri all antedate 250 A.D. 

(P. Tebt. II, p. 360), and subsequent publications have failed to 
shake the validity of this opinion. 

The actual work of excavation by the Michigan Expedition 
was delayed until late in November, 1931, owing to the necessity 
of building a house for the expedition staff at Dime, digging 
two storage wells there for water, and making a passable ro~te 
for automobiles across the stretches of rock and sand whIch 
separate that site from the University's base camp at K6m 
Aushim. The water supply presented a serious problem. There 
is no water of any sort available at Dime itself, and the water 
of the adjacent Qarun Lake is quite unfit for use on account of 
its salinity. Two possibilities presented themselves: (I) to 
carry water by auto truck from the canal at K6m Aushi~, a 
distance of more than 33 kilometers over the worst possIble 
sort of road; (2) or to bring the water across the lake from a 
canal which empties into it on its southern shore in the vicinity of 
Shakshuk. The latter involved a lake crossing of over 6 kilome
ters and an additional haul by camels for another 2 kilometers 
from the north shore of the lake to Dime, since automobiles 
cannot approach the lake from this side. Both methods were 
employed, but, in spite of our having a well-~uilt boa: equip~ed 
with a 14 horsepower outboard motor, the VIolent wmds whIch 
swept down from the hills to the north and northwest made the 
lake impassable so frequently that we could not depend upon 
a regular supply by boat, and so were forced to haul the bulk 
of our water across the desert route. All provisions and most 
of our general supplies had to be brought in by the same way. 
Another reason for our ultimate dependence upon the desert 
route was the fact that the canals are closed for a period of two 
months each winter, so that they may be cleaned of reeds and 
other obstructions, and it was only at K6m Aushim that, by 
damming the canal, we could make reservoirs adequate for our 
needs while the flow was cut off. 
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The restriction thus imposed upon our supplies of water and 
food necessarily limited the size of our working force. Fewer 
than one hundred men and boys could be maintained at Dime, 
in contrast to the much larger numbers customary at K6m 
Aushim. However, by using a short Decauville line operated 
by hand power we were able to overcome to some extent the 
shortage of basket carriers. As in the previous seasons, our 
diggers were experienced men from Quft, while the basket 
carriers and others were boys partly recruited from Quft and 
partly from the villages near K6m Aushim. . 

The whole campaign was planned and executed under the 
supervision of Mr. E. E. Peterson, director of the excavations at 
K6m Aushim since 1926. The other members of the expedition 
staff were Messrs. I. Terentieff, S. Golovko, R. A. Haatvedt, Peter 
Ruthven, and A. E. R. Boak. The actual working season ex
tended from November 24 to February 27. As usual, the expe
dition profited greatly by the kindly interest and advice of the 
members of the staff of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, in 
particular the keeper, Mr. R. Engelbach, and for this I wish to 
express our deep appreciation. The thanks of the University 
are due likewise to the Department of Antiquities for granting 
the permission to work at Dime; to the late Mr. Horace Rackham 
of Detroit, who so generously financed the campaign; and to 
Mr. Henry Ford, who furnished the motor truck which formed 
such an indispensable part of our equipment. 

In explanation of the joint authorship of Part I of the following 
report, it should be said that the material it contains was com
piled and written up by Director Peterson, but that editorial 
considerations required changes in the form of its presentation 
and some additions to and subtractions from its content. Since 
the work at Karanis required Director Peterson's presence in 
Egypt, it was impossible to have him make the necessary altera
tions, and I have assumed the responsibility for these as well as 
for the conclusions set forth in the historical reconstruction. 

A. E. R. BOAK 
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1. TOPOGRAPHY AND ARCHITECTURE 

By E. E. PETERSON AND A. E. R. BOAK 

THE mound known as Dime, which marks the site of the 
Ptolemaic town or village (KWj..I:y/) of Soknopaiou Nesos, lies on a 
limestone plateau some 65 meters above the northern shore of 
the Qarun Lake which, at a level of about 45 meters below sea, 
occupies the lowest part of the Fayoum depression to the north
west of the cultivated area. It is approximately 14 kilometers 
from the eastern end of the lake and 28 kilometers from its 
western extremity. The distance from the present lake shore to 
the southern edge of the mound is about 2.25 kilometers. Near 
the lake there is a short stretch of heavy sand, beyond this a 
steep slope leading up over at least one very definite beach line, 
and then a more gradual rise from the edge of the plateau to the 
level of the mound. East, west, and north of Dime is a barren 
waste, with outcroppings of limestone rock, wide stretches of 
sand, and some patches of hard, gray, alluvial mud testifying 
to the presence of an ancient high-level lake which once covered 
this region (cf. G. Caton-Thompson and E. W. Gardner, "Re
cent Work on the Problem of Lake Moeris," The Geographical 
Journal, 73 [I929J, 32-34, and The Desert Fayum, 1934). A few 
kilometers distant on the northern edge of this desert plateau 
rise the towering, picturesque cliffs of the Gebel el Quatrani, 
which forms the northern boundary of the F ayoum depression. 
Across the lake to the south the dark green expanse of the 
irrigated area offers a pleasing contrast to the monotonous 
brown tones of the desert. 

It is not known when the name Dime came to be attached 
to the site and, indeed, there is no satisfactory explanation of 
the meaning of the word itself. The ancient name '1;oKJlo7raLov 

N~(TOS is, obviously, the" Island of Soknopaios," as the Greeks 
called Sobek, the crocodile god of the Fayoum. Since the temple 
of this divinity dominated the site in ancient times as its ruins 
do today, it is easy to understand how the settlement came to 
be called by the god's name. It is not so clear, however, why 
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the site should have been called an island. It certainly was not 
surrounded by water during the third century B.C., for it lies 
about 20 meters above sea level and by that time the lake had 
sunk well below sea level, as we know from the levels of other 
Ptolemaic foundations in the F ayoum, for example, Karanis, 
where the older Ptolemaic section lay on the southern slope of a 
ridge whose high point is just at sea level (see the Topographical 
Map in Boak and Peterson, Karanis, Topographical and Archi
tectural Report of Excavations during the Seasons I924-28, Uni
versity of Michigan Studies, Humanistic Series, Vol. XXV, 
Ann Arbor, 1931). And even from late Neolithic times through 
the whole of the dynastic period the lake level was so low that 
Dime could not have been cut off by water from the plateau to 
the west and north (see the article by Caton-Thompson and 
Gardner, op. cit., p. 51, and the maps on p. 39; see also The 
Desert Fayum, p. 154). Furthermore, although at present the 
mound of Dime rises like an island above the surrounding desert, 
it would not have had this appearance when the Ptolemaic 
settlement was made, for, as our survey showed, the ground 
on which the earliest houses were built is of the same elevation 
as the adjacent parts of the limestone plateau to the south and 
east (cf. p. 18, below) . It is just possible that when the land to 
the west and north of Dime was irrigated and cultivated, the 
name of "island" was somewhat fancifully applied to this part 
of the barren strip lying between the cultivation and the lake. 

Another problem raised by the situation of Dime in relation 
to the lake in Ptolemaic and Roman times is the source of the 
water supply for the inhabitants of this town and for their 
fields. The cultivated area lay to the west and northwest of 
the town, where the remains of dykes may still be seen. These 
irrigation works were surveyed and mapped by Miss Caton
Thompson and Miss Gardner in 1925-26 (cf. The Desert Fayum, 
pp. 156-157, and Plate CV). Although this area is somewhat 
lower than the original ground level of Dime, being in places 
less than 12 meters above sea level (see Triangulation Chart, 
Plan II), it is impossible to believe that water actually was 
raised from Lake Moeris, as the Qarun Lake was then called, 
in sufficient quantity for irrigation' purposes. For want of evi
dence to the contrary we are obliged to accept, temporarily at 
least, the hypothesis that Dime received its water supply from 
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a canal which was an extension of the Ptolemaic irrigation system 
discovered by Miss Caton-Thompson and Miss Gardner to the 
north and west of Karanis, and ran at the proper level to the 
south of Qasr es Sagha to the basin west of Dime (Caton
Thompson' and Gardner, The Desert Fayum, pp. 140-145, 156-
157, and Plates LXXXVII-XCII). As the canals of this ir
rigation system averaged about 40 meters above the present 
lake level, they would be well above the irrigated area at Dime. 
This view is substantiated by the references in the papyri to 
a canal or canals and to dyke work at Soknopaiou Nesos (cf. 
Wessely, "Karanis und Soknopaiou Nesos," Denkschr. der kaiserl. 
Akad. der Wissenschaften [Wien, 1902J, IV, 8-19). It should 
also be remembered that, as we learn from the papyri, there 
was a considerable shore area (ai/,LaAOs) along the lake near 
Dime which was at one time under cultivation. 

The condition of the mound conformed generally with the 
description of Zucker in 1909 (see Foreword, p. vi) . In shape 
it resembled an oval bowl with an elevated rim, its longer axis 
running about 660 meters from north to south and its shorter 
axis about 350 meters from east to west. The greatest elevation 
of the mound is 33.58 meters above sea level, more than 13 
meters above the level of the plateau on which it lies. The 
center of the mound has almost completely disappeared, having 
been carried off as fertilizer by the sebbakh£n, who for some years 
operated a narrow-gauge railway from the mound to the north
ern shore of the lake, whence they transported the sebakh in 
barges to the opposite side. Only along the outer edge of this 
devastated area are there remains of sufficient importance to 
justify excavation, and even here parts of the upper levels have 
been destroyed by the sebbakhin and other plunderers. 

In the north central part of the site lies the temenos of the 
god Soknopaios, with its towering precinct wall that gives 
the mound a unique appearance and serves as a landmark in the 
desert for miles around. The precinct is a slightly irregular 
quadrilateral; its north-south sides measure approximately 125 
meters and its east-west sides about 85 meters. The eastern 
side is between 5 and 6 meters shorter than the western. The 
walls are of gray, crude brick, built in alternating sections of 
straight and concave courses. Although badly eroded and worn 
into irregular shapes by the action of sand-laden winds through 
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the course of many centuries, the remains of the walls still stand 
firm on their broad foundations and taper to narrow tops, 37 
meters above sea level and IO to 15 meters above the ground 
level of the temenos (see Section E-F, Plan XI). Within the 
temenos are ~he ruins of two temples. Of the more southerly 
of these, a brIck and stone structure, parts of the walls are still 
standing; the more northerly, apparently once a much finer 
stone building, has been leveled to its foundations. The ruined 
condition of these buildings and of the whole interior of the 
temenos made it inadvisable to attempt any excavations in this 
area. 

A striking feature of the site is the paved road, which ex
tends from the southern side of the temenos to the southern face 
of the mound, a distance of 4IO meters (see Topographical Map, 
~lan XI). The pavement was formed of long blocks of hard 
lImestone roughly laid in lime mortar and is between five and 
six meters in width (see Figure I). It ends in a flight of steps 
between two ruined pylons. Since this road and its terminal 
gateway have been examined and discussed by other archaeolo
gists, it is not necessary to make a detailed report on it here. 
It should be stated, however, that the levels established in our 
surve~ of the mound, based on information furnished by the 
EgyptIan ~overnment Survey for the surrounding desert, con
firm the VIew of those who reject the older interpretation that 
this road terminated in a quay on the lake shore (see the dis
cussions by Grenfell and Hunt, Fayum Towns and Their Papyri 
p. 6, and Caton-Thompson and Gardner, The Desert Fayum: 
pp. 155-156). There can hardly be any doubt that the road is 
a processional way leading from the gate of Soknopaios (see 
the papyrus references in Part II of this volume, "Customs 
Seals and Receipts") to the temple. This gate was the regular 
entrance to the town for merchants and their wares and possibly 
for religious processions going to and from the lake shore. The 
dedication of the road may be referred to in an inscription 
pu blished in Part III. 

After account had been taken of the topography and the 
general condition of the mound and also of the aims of the 
expedition, it was decided to excavate thoroughly two separate 
areas. The first of these to be attacked lay to the east of the 
paved way at some distance to the south of the temenos. On 
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the Triangulation Chart (Plan I) it falls within Squares GS and 
HS. Its selection was determined by the presence of the ruins 
of a very big building, whose thick walls of extraordinarily large 
mud bricks indicated that it had been a structure of some 
importance. The second area, falling for the most part in 
Square E5 of the Triangulation Chart, lay on the west side of 
the mound not far to the south of the temple precinct. Here 
on the surface the remains of houses of the latest period of 
occupation were still visible, and in this section of the town 
one might reasonably expect to discover traces of the earliest 
period also. Our surveying staff prepared maps of both areas 
which show the ground plans of the various levels and their 
relation to one another in cross section. They also made draw
ings of architectural details of special interest. Plans III, IV, 
and V illustrate the Late First, l First, and Second levels in 
Squares Gs and HS; the Late First, First, Second, Third, and 
Fourth levels of Square E5 are shown in Plans VI, VII, VIII, 
IX, and X. Plans XI, XII, XIII, and XIV reproduce four 
sectional drawings, A-B, C-D, E-F, and G-H; details of con
struction are shown in Plans XV and XVI. 

1. THE EAST AREA 

The Late First Level 

As may readily be seen from Plan III, the uppermost level 
(designated as Late First) of the area excavated on the east 
side contained four houses, to which were assigned the numbers 
II 201, II 202, II 203, and II 204. These formed an irregular 
block or insula bounded on the north by a street and a narrow 
alley, on the east by a street or an open space, on the west by 
another street, and on the south by a passageway and the walls 
of an adjacent block of houses. The northern street, II 210, 
was between three and four meters wide and was flanked by a 
row of house walls along its farther side. At its western end it 
was narrowed by the projection of House II 202 beyond the 
line of House II 201, so that it became a mere alley, II 225, 
leading to Street II 220. The eastern end of Street II 2 I 5 was 
cut off by a crude stone wall, which ran like the segment of 

1 The levels, called "layers" on the maps, are numbered in sequence from the 
latest or uppermost to the earliest or lowest. 
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a circle well into Street II 215. At the south end of Street II 215 

was a roughly semicircular enclosure formed by another stone 
wall of similar construction. These retaining walls - for ap
parently such was their character - make it seem that the area 
to the east of House II 201 had been abandoned and was cov
ered with sand, which had begun to encroach closely upon the 
immediate neighborhood of the house itself. The short passage 
II 200, between House II 201 and the buildings to the south, 
was between two and three meters wide. At one time it had 
served as a means of entrance to the courtyard to the west, 
II 204 K, but the doorway between had been bricked up. A 
narrow street, II 205, afforded the outlet for House II 201 to 
Street II 210, and partly divided the insula into an eastern 
and a western half. 

The eastern half of the insula was occupied by the large 
house II 201, whose ruins had originally directed our attention 
to this area. Its upper floor or floors had totally disappeared 
and the walls of the ground-floor rooms were not preserved 
above the window sills. In the period represented by this level 
the house did not present a prosperous appearance. The north
east room H had been converted into a kitchen, with a storage 
bin and baking ovens. In most of the rooms the floor level had 
risen so as to cover the air vents of the underground chambers. 
The ceilings of several of these underground rooms had pre
viously been broken through and the rooms themselves partly 
filled with rubbish and abandoned. 

The western half of the insula contained the three smaller 
houses II 202, II 203, and II 204. They fronted on Street II 220, 

but the entrance of II 204 was at a much lower level than those 
of the other houses, which were approached by flights of stone 
steps leading up from the street (see Figure 3). All these houses 
had suffered greatly at the hands of native diggers, and the 
walls of their upper stories had been completely demolished. 
There was little worthy of note in their plans or structural 
characteristics, but certain features, such as the absence of a 
courtyard outside House II 202, the stone pavements of rooms 
II 202 D and II 203 A at a higher level than the original floors, 
the blocking up of doorways owing to the rise in the ground 
levels outside as in II 202 F, and the abandonment of some 
underground rooms such as those below II 202 F, indicated 
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that these houses had been built at an earlier period and had 
continued in use during that represented by the top level. 

The First Level 

The plan of this area (see Plan IV) in the next level, called 
the First shows that the insula had the same general features 
as in the' level above. The houses were the same in plan, al
though now their underground rooms were in full use. The 
chief differences are to be found in the passageways II 200 and 
II 205 of the Late First Level. In place of II 200 t?er~ was .an 
extension of the courtyard of House II 204, commumcatmg WIth 
Street II 215 and divided into two parts, II 204 Hand M, of 
which the latter contained a low bin, L. There was no. Street 
II 2 0 5. Instead there was a courtyard II 202 K openmg on 
Street II 210, and leading to an inner court II 202 L. !he 
outer court II 202 K apparently served both House II 202, sm~e 
a doorway led from it to II 202 A, and House II 201, for It 
contained a flight of stone steps leading to the e?trance. to 
II 201 A, which was completely buried in the followmg penod. 
N ear the doorway to II 202 A there was part of a tree trunk, 
of a size very unusual for the Fayoum, which served as a bench 
or mastaba. All these features of II 204 K are illustrated by the 
photograph reproduced in ~igure 2. ,!,he difference between 
the two levels is shown also m the openmg of room F of Ho~se 
II 202 directly upon Street II 210 through a doorway, whIch 
was bricked up later. The elaborate doorway in Hou.se II ~04 
opening upon Street II 220, and the narrow brick barner whI~h 
shut off the passageway II 225 from Street II 210, were bUllt 
in the period of the First Level. Alt~ough the .walls of House 
II 202 had been built almost entirely m the penod represented 
by this level, those of Houses II 201, II 203, and in part those 
of II 204 belonged to a still earlier period. 

The Second Level 

The plan of the insula in the earliest or Second Level is 
shown in Plan V, which reproduces the underground floors of 
Houses II 201 and II 203 of the upper levels, and of Houses 
II 2 0 7 and II 206, which belonged exclusively to this level and 
were replaced in the First Level by Houses II 202 and II 204, 
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respectively. The streets and the courtyards were practically 
the same in both First and Second levels. As one may see from 
the sectional drawings in Plans XI and XII, the foundations 
of these houses of the Second Level rested directly upon bed
rock, and consequently they must be regarded as the oldest 
buildings representing the earliest period of occupation in this 
section of the site. Section C-D (Plan XII) also shows how 
House II 202 was superimposed upon the ruins of House II 207, 

and how in House II 204 the basement and the walls of House 
II 206 were utilized with slight modifications. As has been 
indicated above, Houses II 201 and II 203 were built in the 
earliest period and continued in use without structural modi
fication in the one that followed. 

The Courtyards 

The courtyards at Dime, like those at Karanis, served two 
purposes. They were used as stables and also for milling and 
baking. The better houses usually had two courtyards or a 
courtyard divided into two parts, so that the stable was sepa
rated from the place where food was prepared. Stone mortars 
and grinders of various types, and clay bake ovens were regular 
parts of the equipment of a courtyard. A good illustration of 
the double courtyard is to be found in House II 206 of the 
Second Level and its successor House II 204 of the First, where 
the courtyard had not only one but two divisions, M and N, 
in addition to that used for baking, K (see Plans IV and V). In 
House II 204 the milling and baking were done indoors, in room 
F, beneath which were underground chambers, M, N, and P, 
entered through trap doors in the floor, and probably used for 
storing grain in the period of the First Level (see Plans III 
and IV). In the last period of occupation of House II 201 the 
baking was also done indoors in room H (see Plan III). 

The steady rise in the general ground level is more clearly 
traceable in the courtyards than in the other parts of the houses, 
and is indicated in particular by the forced abandonment of old 
ovens and the building of new ones on a higher plane. Thus in 
II 203 K, the original oven, K3, in the southeast corner, became 
filled up and was replaced by a new one in the southwest corner, 
Kl. An even better example of the same process is afforded by 
courtyard II 206 K and its successor II 204 K (see Plans IV 
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and V). The original oven, KI, of II 206 K of the Second Level 
was buried in the First Level and replaced by oven 3 of II 204 K. 
Later on a new oven, K2, was built right over Kl of II 206 K, 
and finally another, Kl of II 204 K, was constructed beside K2, 
but at a slightly higher level. 

A new type of kitchen fireplace was found in II 203 K. In 
the north wall of the courtyard a niche was cut with an arched 
ceiling. Then a curved clay jar-rest with two openings on top 
was set in mud plaster on the bottom of the niche in order to 
support the cooking utensils (see Figure 5)· 

In courtyard II 204 K there was a low wooden bench with 
nicely carved legs, set against the wall of II 201 in place of a 
mastaba. It was the only piece of furniture of any considerable 
size found at Dime. 

The Wall Paintings 

Owing to the previous destruction of the upper walls of the 
houses in the eastern area few traces of interior decoration were 
preserved. Fragmentary wall paintings were found, however, 
in Houses II 202 and II 204. 

The painting in House II 202 was on the east wall of room D, 
at the southeast corner. It had been painted on the white 
plaster which originally covered the whole wall. What re
mained of the picture showed the fore part of the figures of a 
horse and rider (see Figure 4). It was, apparently, a representa
tion of the rider god Heron, a picture of whom had been found 
in the course of the University's excavations at Karanis (cf. 
Karanis, Topographical and Architectural Report of Excavations 
during the Seasons I924-28, p. 34 and Figure 49)· 

In House II 204 the painting was on the north wall of the 
narrow passage D and, like the foregoing, was very badly dam
aged. The chief figures were painted on white plaster which 
covered the back of a niche. Flanking the niche on either side 
were scenes painted on the yellow mud plaster that coated the 
rest of the wall (see Figure 6). On the back of the niche was a 
group of two standing figures facing outward, that on the right 
a man and that on the left apparently a woman. To the left 
of each figure was a small horned incense altar, over which each 
extended the left hand, while the right arm of the male figure -
and presumably that of the female also - was folded across 
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the breast with the hand grasping a leafy wand. Obviously the 
scene depicts a cult act. The paintings on the side walls of the 
niche were in such a poor state of preservation that they could 
not be interpreted, but parts of those on the walls to the right 
and the left of the niche could still be identified. Just to the 
right of the niche (see Figure 7) was the lower part of an incense 
altar, below which was a melon-shaped object whose exact na
ture is uncertain. Beyond these was a tall palm branch, or 
perhaps a palm shoot, in a pot. Still farther to the right stood 
a short figure, facing toward the niche and holding a palm branch 
in his upraised left hand. The head of this figure was almost 
completely destroyed, as the photograph shows, but in clearing 
the room we found fragments of painted plaster which proved 
to be the missing parts of the head and which enabled us to 
identify the figure as that of the crocodile-headed god, Souchos 
or Soknopaios. Higher up on the wall, above the figure of 
Soknopaios, were parts of a chariot, an animal which possibly 
was meant to be a bull, and an object of uncertain character. 
Near the left edge of the niche (see Figure 6) stood a tall date 
palm with clusters of fruit. Next to the palm came a row of 
four figures one above another: at the bottom a melon-shaped 
object like that on the opposite side, next the base of an altar, 
above this a small incense altar like those on the back wall of 
the niche, and at the top the front part of the body of some 
creature, perhaps a bird, whose feet terminated in three toes or 
claws. Farther to the left was a palm branch like that on the 
right side, and back of this a horned altar from which rose the 
flames of burning incense. Above the altar was another crudely 
drawn animal, possibly a bull, corresponding to the similar figure 
on the right, and in front of this were a sprig of palm and a 
very small altar. The whole scene probably represented the 
owner of the house and his wife in the act of making an offering 
to the god Soknopaios, who stood there surrounded by the sym
bolic paraphernalia of his worship. If this interpretation is 
correct, we may have evidence here for a domestic cult of the 
crocodile god. 

House II20I 

In size, in construction, and in plan House II 201 differed 
strikingly from all other houses excavated at Soknopaiou N esos 
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or at Karanis (see Plans III, IV, V, and XI). Its length from 
north to south was 18.5 meters; its width from east to west, 
I7 meters. The outer walls at the level of the first floor were 
about z meters in diameter and were built of unusually large 
and well-made gray bricks. The exterior face bricks of these 
walls measured 29 X 14 X I I centimeters, and the interior ones 
30 X 15 X II centimeters. A cross section of the south wall of 
room F is shown in Figure 8. There it will be seen that the bricks 
of the exterior and interior surfaces were laid in alternate courses 
of headers and stretchers, whereas those of the interior courses 
were laid as headers only. But this method was not followed 
consistently for, as a result of the regular practice of tapering 
the walls toward the top, their thickness naturally decreased 
with their height. This caused a crowding of the inner courses, 
which had to be laid diagonally until the walls narrowed suf
ficiently to permit the omission of an entire course. The north 
and west walls of room D offered good examples of this practice. 
The outer face of the house walls was decorated with rows of 
wooden blocks set transversely into the walls at regular inter
vals, with their squared ends flush with the surface of the walls. 
The southeast corner of the house was protected by a wooden 
beam set vertically at the juncture of the two walls. Both the 
rows of blocks and the corner piece are illustrated by the draw
ing of the corner of House II 201 in Plan XVI, and part ?f a 
row of blocks may be seen in Figure 8. Although the rumed 
walls preserved only three of the rows of blocks and only one 
c~rner remained intact, it may be assumed that all four corners 
were alike and that the decorative design was carried out to the 
full height of the walls. In addition to furnishing ornamenta
tion the wooden blocks served to strengthen the walls and to 
absorb excess moisture from the bricks. 

The plan of the ground floor of the house is shown in Plans 
III and IV. The single entrance opened directly into an ante
room, II 201 A, which communicated directly with room D and 
with the rest of the rooms on this floor through room E. From 
it also stairs led up to the second floor (now completely de
stroyed) and down to the basement. The doorways leading 
from the anteroom A to the stairways and to rooms D and E 
were lined with strips and blocks of wood, nicely cut and planed, 
and the walls of the room itself were paneled in wood. The 
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paneling was still in place to a height of about one meter from 
the floor but, if we may judge from the holes for the binding 
blocks which were still visible in the northwest corner of the 
r.oom (see Figure 10), it once extended at least as high as the 
lmtels of the doorways. This paneling was made of rows of 
wooden blocks of irregular length and of the thickness of a wall 
brick (c. 15 em.), held in place by binding blocks set deeply 
in the brickwork. The blocks were fastened together by wooden 
pegs, and all joints were neatly mortised. Figures II and 12 

and the sketch of the wooden wainscoting of House II 201 in 
Plan XVI show both the character of the paneling and the 
care with which the joining was executed. 

The underground rooms were of such unusual height, about 
4 meters, that the level of the first floor of House II 201 was 
more than 2 meters above that of the ground floors of the 
smaller houses II 202, II 203, and II 204 (see cross section A-B 
in Plan XI). They had barrel-vaulted ceilings, made of the 
large flat bricks, 32 X 25 X 6 centimeters, customarily em
ployed in basement vaults of this type (see construction details, 
Plan XVI). These rooms were lighted by windows with long, 
steeply sloped sills, and narrow openings at the level of the 
ceiling. In the openings were fitted wooden window frames 
with single vertical crossbars that divided the windows into two 
long, narrow slits (see cylindrical vault and window, House 
II 201, Plan XVI, and Section A-B, Plan XI). Window sills 
of the sort described above were used in the basement stairway 
C, and one of them can be seen in the background in Figure 12. 

In addition to the windows the underground rooms had air vents 
opening through the floors of the rooms above (see Plan XVI). 
The details of the construction of these vents are shown in a draw
ing in Plan XV (air vent, House II 201). In place of the broken 
ends of amphorae, rolls of palm fiber, or rough stones usually 
employed to cover such openings, the vents in House II 201 

were closed with carefully cut stone covers having flat tops 
35 centimeters square and circular projections on the under 
surface which ensured a tight fit into the vent. The covers 
were equipped with rope handles strung through holes drilled 
in the center of the stone. At the north end of room Q was a 
circular pit, like a cistern, about a meter in diameter, excavated 
to a depth of several meters below the ground level (see Plan V). 
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One could not tell what purpose it served, although it might 
have been used for storing water, since the clay in which it 
was dug is so compact as to be almost impervious to moisture. 

There were two secret chambers in the house, one under 
the stairs leading from the antechamber A to the underground 
floor, and the other under the passage between rooms E and F. 
The former, W, which was entered by a trap door concealed 
in the stairway, is shown in Section A-B, Plan XI. The latter, 
V, was simply a hollow space about two meters deep left in 
the cross wall underneath the entrance to room F. One could 
enter it by a trap door set in the passage above (see Figure 9), 
which was concealed by a layer of floor bricks. We found that 
a hole had been dug through the west wall of the house into 
chamber W, showing that in ancient times, probably after the 
house had been abandoned, thieves had broken into it in search 
of plunder. 

The unusual spaciousness and careful construction of House 
II 201 indicate that this was no ordinary private dwelling, but 
one which had been built to serve some public purpose. And 
yet it is hard to say what that purpose was, since no wall paint
ings, no furniture, and no papyri were found in it which could 
give any clew to its use. It might have been a barracks, with 
military supplies stored in the vaults, but its position so far 
from the city gate would make it inconvenient for this purpose. 
On the other hand, the underground rooms were not adapted 
to the storing of grain, so that it could not have been the public 
thesauros of the village. It is barely possible that it was built 
for some religious purpose, such as the celebration of the rites 
of a Hellenistic cult, but there is no evidence to support such a 
suggestion. 

Conclusions 

In spite of the fact that three occupation levels could be 
distinguished in the insula excavated on the east side, it was not 
possible to make any chronological division between the periods 
represented by these levels. The occupation in this area was 
continuous from the time when the earliest houses were built 
until the insula as a whole was abandoned. We can, however, 
establish approximately the dates for its beginning and its close 
on the basis of the papyri and the coins found in the houses 
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and the courtyards. These show that this section of Soknopaiou 
Nesos began to be occupied in the opening years of the Princi
pate and that this occupation continued into the reign of Cara
calla. The last datable papyrus comes from 215 A.D., and there 
were no coins of such late date (see Part IV, "The Coins"). 
The abandonment of the insula must have fallen between that 
date and 250 A.D. 

2. THE WEST AREA 

The Late First Level 

We were not disappointed in the expectation that the area 
selected for excavation on the west side would reveal the earlier 
as well as the later periods in the history of the site. Here four 
levels could be distinguished, which covered the time from the 
Ptolemaic settlement to the third century A.D. 

The plan of the uppermost of these, the Late First Level, 
appears on Plan VI. This shows a block of ten houses bounded 
on the north, east, and south by three streets called respectively 
I lIS, I 105, and I 100, and extending on the west to the outer 
limits of the town. These limits were marked by a line of 
exterior house walls linked by barriers of brick and stone erected 
across the ends of streets, which ran as far as the town border. 
The outer houses and the street barricades thus served in place 
of a special town wall, and since none of the houses had door
ways opening on the country outside, ingress to and egress 
from the town could be had only through a properly controlled 
gate (or gates) like the one at the south end of the paved way. 
This was the situation at Karanis and probably in the other 
villages of the Fayoum as well. 

On the far sides of the three boundary streets were con
tinuous rows of houses belonging to adjacent insulae, and since 
these streets extended beyond the limits of the excavation we 
may assume that this section of the town was divided into a 
number of blocks which reproduced in a general way the plan 
here brought to light. Of the ten houses in the block, all had 
been built at a period earlier than that represented by the top 
level, and only two, I 101 and I II I, showed any considerable 
additions or reconstructions in the latest period. The rise in 
the level of Street I 105, which ultimately covered all but the last 
step of the stairs leading to the door of House I 109, the block-
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ing of the door from I 104 L to Street I lIS, and the con
struction of new ovens in courtyards I 102 K, I 104 K, and 
I 106 K, among others, show the difference in time between 
the Late First and First levels. 

In Streets I 100 and I 105 we found traces of the low flat 
beds in which the ancient masons had mixed their mortar of 
clay and sand in the same way as is done in the Egyptian villages 
of today. 

All the houses had been greatly damaged by native diggers 
and in only a few were the walls of the ground-floor rooms still 
standing to any appreciable height (see Section E-F, Plan XIII). 

T he First Level 

The plan of the insula in the First Level (see Plan VII) 
shows little variation from that of the Late First. The lane, 
calle.d Street I IIO, which ran between Houses I II I and I 106 

on the one side and Houses I II2 and I 104 on the other, was 
now shut off from Street I 105, upon which it opened later. 
In place of the open area I 101 K is an earlier house I II3. 

Other changes can be noticed in the arrangements of I 101 E, 
I 104 K, 102 F, and I I I K. Belonging entirely to this level 
were Houses I 102, I 104, I 106, and I 109, whereas Houses 
I 101, I 103, I 107, I II3, and the east end of I III were build
ings of earlier date that continued in at least partial use at 
a higher level than that to which they had originally belonged. 

Figure 18 illustrates an interesting feature of House I 108. 

Here we see a large jar of rather fine texture that had been set 
below the floor of room B in the space left at a corner by the 
curvature of the vaulted ceiling of room M below. In Figure 19 

can be seen a cross section of the basement of this house viewed 
from the west. On the right is the vaulted room M, in the 
center the stone stairway E, to the left of the stairway another 
vaulted room ], and on the extreme left the narrow chamber 0 
(cf. Section G-H, Plan XIV). 

The Second Level 

Plan VIII shows the ground plan of the insula in the Second 
Level. Its boundaries were the same as those in the higher levels 
but the area itself was not so completely filled with buildings. The 
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space later occupied by House I 106 seems to have been vacant, 
and some of the houses do not appear to have been as extensive 
as their successors. Thus in the place over which room E of 
House I 113 came to be built there was only a small outdoor 
bin roofed with flat stone slabs (see Figure 21). As a comparison 
of Plans VII and VIII shows, only Houses II 219, II 222, II 223, 

II 224, and II 227 continued to be used in whole or in part in 
the period of the First Level, the others having given place to 
new buildings. 

The following group of photographs illustrates this replace
ment in relation to Houses II 216, II 217, and II 218. Figure 13 

shows the foundation walls of House II 216 beneath House I 112. 

On the right is a portion of the east wall of I 112, of which we 
had removed the rest. In the background are the house walls 
to the north of Street I I 15 and to the east of Street I 110. 

Another view of the walls of II 216 is to be seen in Figure 14. 

In Figure 15 we see the closed east end of the alley I II 0, with 
a fragment of the southeast corner of House I 112 at a higher 
level than the south wall of House II 216. Portions of Houses 
II 217 and II 218 below House I 109 are to be seen in Figure 16, 

and Figure 17 shows in the foreground the walls of II 217 and 
behind and above, those of I 109. Cross sections E-F and 
G-H (Plans XIII and XIV) give detailed profile views that 
indicate clearly the relation of the two levels. 

It is uncertain to what cause we are to attribute the extensive 
rebuilding in the First Level. Quite obviously the insula as a 
whole was not abandoned and allowed to fall into decay, but 
nevertheless the mere rise in the street levels would not explain 
the destruction of the upper parts of Houses II 214, II 216, 

II 217, II 218, and II 226. It is possible that a brief period of 
economic decline did affect Soknopaiou Nesos to the extent 
that population began to fall off and some of the houses re
mained untenanted long enough for disintegration to set in, 
so that it was preferable to level them to the ground and re
place them by new buildings when improved conditions brought 
a revival in prosperity and population. An alternative explana
tion would be to attribute the reconstruction to increasing 
prosperity alone which permitted the replacement of old and 
inadequate houses by newer and more satisfactory ones at a 
somewhat higher level. 
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The Third Level 

The Third Level presented a very different picture from the 
levels above. In place of the large insula there was but a single 
house (III 301), and that of unusually simple design and cheap 
construction (see Plans IX, XIII, and XIV, and Figure 22). 

It was a one-story building, having but three rooms, one be
hind another, and approached by a flight of stone steps from 
an unoccupied area, perhaps a street (III 300), which lay below 
Streets I 105 and II 235. The external measurements were 
10 X 2.25 meters. In Figure 22 one may see the way in which 
the walls were built. These were of the thickness of two rows 
of brick, the one row being laid as headers and the other as 
stretchers. The courses alternated, a row of headers on the 
outside and stretchers on the inside being followed by headers 
on the inside and stretchers on the outside. Between the head
ers and stretchers of each course a narrow space was left, pre
sumably to permit evaporation of moisture from the bricks. 

House III 301 was completely buried in the desert sand 
which filled the whole area beneath the insula of the Second 
Level, and had filled it before the construction of the houses for 
the Second Level began. This points to a long period during 
which the area was unoccupied, just as the presence of a single, 
impoverished, dwelling indicates a preceding period of little ma
terial prosperity. Evidences of reconstruction, such as a new 
floor at a higher level in room III 301 A, show that this house 
was in use for a considerable time. 

The Fourth Level 

There was an even more decided break between the Third 
and Fourth levels than between the Second and the Third. 
Like House III 301, the houses of the Fourth Level were buried 
in wind-blown sand, and this burial was complete before the 
foundations of III 301 were laid (see Plans XIII and XIV). 
We were able to clear only a small part of the area excavated 
in the higher levels because lack of time forbade the extension 
of the work to the western edge of the site, and the danger of a 
collapse of the unexcavated part of the mound, lying to the north 
and east and weakened by our digging, prevented the proper 
clearing of the two houses discovered on the line of the street 
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called IV 410 (see Plan XII). These two houses, IV 401 and 
IV 402, were built upon the desert soil that had accumulated 
over the native rock, and were the earliest buildings erected in 
this area. They were almost square in plan, and had solidly 
built foundation walls of stone, which extended well below the 
level of the ground floor and were continued upward into the 
second story, where the stone gave place to brick (see Fig
ure 23). There were no vaulted chambers in these houses, the 
ceilings of the lower rooms being supported on wooden beams, 
and, owing to the original street level being so near to bedrock, 
there were no underground rooms except small pits like IV 401 E. 
The upper stories had almost entirely disappeared, and what 
remains of the houses had been stripped of practically all their 
contents. In view of the partial character of our excavation 
of this level, it is impossible to say how far the occupied area 
extended, but the solid structure of the houses and the align
ment of the streets support the view that here was a closely 
built, prosperous community. 

The Dating of the Levels 

The coins and the papyri showed that the three uppermost 
levels (the Second, First, and Late First) represented a con
tinuous period of occupation which extended from the late 
Ptolemaic epoch to the dynasty of the Severi. The earliest 
dated papyrus of the First Level belongs in the principate of 
Claudius; the latest from the Late First Level is of the year 
193 A.D., although some undated ones may be put at the close 
of the first century B.C. and others in the early years of the third 
century A.D. Below the level of House I I 12 there was found a 
loan dated in 74 B.C. (cf. Aegyptus, 13 [I933J, 107-112). This 
would seem to indicate that this house, and probably the other 
houses of the insula which were built at this level, belong to a 
date after 74 B.C., presumably in the latter half of the first 
century. The houses of the Second Level, from one of which 
this papyrus undoubtedly came, must have been built earlier 
than 74 B.C., but how much earlier it is difficult to say. 

The date of the Third Level is hard to establish since House 
III 301 and its environs yielded only three datable coins and no 
datable papyri. All three coins are of an issue of Ptolemy VI 
(181-146 B.C.), which seems to indicate that this house was oc-
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cupied about the middle of the second century B.C., but not 
much later. 

Neither coins nor papyri were recovered from the Fourth 
Level. It is obvious, however, that it was earlier than the 
Third, and considerably so, since it had been so completely 
buried before the latter was occupied. We may feel safe, then, 
in dating the building of the original houses in this area at some 
time in the latter half of the third century B.C. 

Special Features 

The houses of the upper levels on the west side, like those 
on the east side with the exception of House II 201, bore a close 
resemblance to the houses of Karanis in plan and in materials. 
At Dime, however, there was a somewhat more liberal use of 
stone in place of wood, which may be accounted for by the 
abundance of stone available there and the fact that the greatest 
use of wood at K6m Aushim was in the houses of the fourth 
century, a period unrepresented at Dime. Much less pottery 
and household furniture were found at Soknopaiou N esos owing, 
possibly, to the more thorough plundering of the site in modern 
times and, possibly, to a more gradual abandonment in an
tiquity. Although broken fragments of glass were common in 
the surface rubbish, not a single unbroken object of this ma
terial was recovered. But unparalleled at Karanis were the large 
number of bronze fishhooks with a single barb and the great 
quantity of fragmentary cord fish nets. This was not surprising 
in view of the proximity of Soknopaiou Nesos to Lake Moeris, 
and we may well believe that in this outlying village, where 
there could be little commercial or industrial activity, a con
siderable portion of the population depended wholly or in part 
upon fishing to secure a livelihood, just as is the case in the 
villages that border the Qarun Lake today. 

3. HISTORICAL RECONSTRUCTION 

If we may generalize about the fortunes Qf the whole towrt 
of Soknopaiou N esos from the evidence afforded by the two 
areas just described, its history was somewhat 'as follows. The 
Ptolemaic settlement is known to have been in existen<;e around 
241 B.C. (P. Lille, 3, 20) and was almost certainly a foundation 
of Ptolemy II Philadelphos. This third-century settlement IS 

" " --, \ 
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represented by the houses of the Fourth Level on the west 
side. From their appearance we would judge it was a pros
perous community of well-built houses laid out according to a 
regular plan, with streets intersecting at right angles. We have 
no direct evidence to tell us when this community suffered the 
decline which is attested by the abandonment and decay of 
these houses of the Fourth Level, but on general grounds we 
may place it in the period between 207/6 and IS3 B.C., when 
Upper Egypt was in a state of confusion owing to the revolt of 
the native Egyptian element against their foreign rulers. Since 
the area excavated on the west side was close to the temple pre
cinct, we may assume that the whole of the town lying outside 
the precinct was affected in the same way, although there is no 
reason to suppose that the temple itself or that part of the com
munity which lay within the peribolos suffered the same fate. 
There is nothing to indicate that the town was destroyed by 
violence; a breakdown in the irrigation system would be enough 
to force the bulk of the population to abandon the site. 

There were disturbances in the Fayoum as late as 165 B.C. 

(P. Amherst, 30, introduction), but under Ptolemy VI, Philo
metor, who reigned from 163 to 145 B.C., there was peace in 
Egypt. The cessation of the disorders naturally brought about 
a revival of prosperity, in which Soknopaiou Nesos undoubtedly 
shared. This recovery is probably reflected in the partial re
occupation of the west side area, where coins of Philometor were 
found; but it is evident that conditions were by no means so 
prosperous as in the third century. The second period of de
cline, marked by the abandonment of the Third Level, may be 
attributed to the period of the rebellion against Ptolemy VII, 
Physkon, between 13 I and lIS B.C. 

The reoccu pation shown in the Second Level points to a 
period of greater prosperity than that of the time of Philometor. 
This certainly began well before 74 B.C. and probably continued 
for some time after that date (see p. IS). The third period 
of economic decline, revealed by the abandonment and de
struction of some of the houses of this level, may possibly be 
assigned to the years 5 I to 47 B.C., when Egypt was torn by 
the conflict between Cleopatra VII and her brother Ptolemy XII. 

The First and Late First levels on the west side correspond 
in date to the Second, First, and Late First levels on the east. 
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They represent the period of the Principate from the close of the 
first century B.C. until the first half of the third century A.D. 

Since this is the only period represented so far from the temple 
precinct on the east side, we may conclude that under the ad
ministration of Augustus and his successors there was a decided 
increase in the population of the town which was reflected in an 
extension of area occupied by the dwelling houses. 

The plan of the streets and the construction of the houses 
indicate that during this period the town reached the height of 
its material prosperity. There is nothing to show fluctuations 
of depression and recovery within the period as a whole, but 
there are some traces of a gradual economic decline toward its 
close. The evidences of Christianity, which are so common 
from the late third, fourth, and fifth century levels at Karanis, 
are entirely lacking at Soknopaiou Nesos, which remained a 
pagan community until the close of its history, just like Karanis 
itself up to the middle of the third century. 
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(The plans for this part of the Report 
will be found at the end of the book.) -s 
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FIG. 2. Stairway leading to entrance to House II 2 0 1 

from courtyard II 202 K 

PLATE 11 

FIG. 3. Stairway from Street II 220 to entrance 
to House II 203 



FlG. 4. Fragment of wall painting, east 
wall of room II 2 0 2 D 

PLATE HI 

FIG. 5. Fireplace in niche in north wall of courtyard IT 2 0 3 K 



PLATE TV 

FIG. h. "Vall paintings on north wall of room IT 204 ]) 

FIG . 7. Painting to right of niche on north wall 
o f room 11 204 D 



PLATE V 

FrG. 8. Cross section of south wall of room II 201 F FIG. 9. Trap .. rloor entrance to secret chamber II 20r V 



PLATE VI 

FI G . 10. Wooden wainscoting in northeast co rn er of roOi1l II '20 1 A, with doorway into ro0111 I) 

FIG. I1. Wooden wainscoting in southeast corner of rool11 II '201 A, with doorway on left 
to rool11 E and on right to stairway to second floor, B 



PLATE VII 

FIG. 1 2. vVooden wainscoting in southwest corner of room II 2 0 1 A, 
wi t h doorway to basemen t stai rwa y, C 

FIG. 13. Walls ot" House II 216 of Level II beneath House I 112 of Level 1. 
East wall of I J 12 to right 
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PLATE IX 

FIG . 16. House I 109 above HOLlse II 2I 7, to right, a nd House Il2I S, to left. View toward sou t h 
after removal of ovens in courtyard I 109 K, looking through doorway into I 109 A 

FIG. 17. Cross section, north to south, of H ouse I 10 9 above House II 217 



PLATE X 

FIG. l~. Earthenware jar below Hoor level of room 1 lO~ B above room M 

FIG. 19. Cross section of House I loR, showing underground rooms: 
M to right, G to left, with stairway E between them 



PLATE X I 

FIG. 20. Stone doorway into roOlll 1] ,),; A fro l11 Street I 1= 

FIG. 2 1. Ston e-covered bin II 224 E 



PLATE X II 

['I G. 22. HOLise I fI 30 1, in process of exca vation; viewed from the sO llth east 

FIG. 2.1 . Part of H Ollse 1 V 40 1) in process of excava ti on 

/ 



II. CUSTOMS SEALS AND RECEIPTS 

By A. E. R. BOAK 

THE small group of customs seals and receipts here published 
were found in the area excavated on the east side of the mound 
of Dime described in the accompanying report on the topogra
phy and architecture (pp. 5-14). Of these items Nos. 1- 4 were 
unearthed in the debris which filled the area designated II 200 
on the map of the Late Upper Level in this section (Plan IV). 
The remainder came from a cellar room in House II 203, a 
building which existed with little change through the three oc
cupation levels traceable here (cf. Plans IV, V, and VI). 

Numerous customs receipts of this type have been published, 
and different opinions have been expressed regarding their real 
character. Grenfell and Hunt discussed them at length in 
Fayum Towns, pp. 195-200, and, after showing convincingly 
that they were not receipts for taxes on animals, concluded 
that they were receipts for taxes levied on the goods carried in 
and out over various routes. Preisigke, however, in P. Strass
burg, pp. 50-51, argued that, since the receipts so rarely men
tioned the amount of the taxes, theycould not be actual receipts 
for the payment of taxes but, rather, certificates that such taxes 
had been paid in advance and that the bearers of these certifi
cates were entitled to certain privileges as a result. Although 
this might well be true of those who were exporting merchandise 
and who paid their tax at the point of departure, it is difficult 
to see how it would apply to importers who paid at their des
tination. And, as the editors of P. Rylands point out (II, 197, 
introduction), it was quite usual to omit the amounts in tax 
receipts. 

The two taxes mentioned in our receipts are the p' Kat II', or 
the 1 ~ 0 + lo' a tax of three per cent, and the ALfJ-~IIO'; M~wp€w,;, 
of which the rate is unknown. There are seven certain examples 
of the three per cent tax and four of the ALfJ-~IIO'; M~wp€w,;. The 
true nature of these taxes is uncertain, but the former seems to 
have been something like an octroi levied on various classes of 

23 
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goods brought in through the gates of a town or a village, while 
the latter had to do specifically with goods passing through the 
port of Memphis (cf. Fayi2m Towns, pp. I99-~00). Grenfell an.d 
Hunt (Fayum Towns, p. 197) thought that thls port of Memphls 
had once been a harbor at the east end of Lake Moeris, from 
which goods were transported across the desert to Memphis on 
the Nile. But Preisigke seems more correct (P. Strassburg, 
p. 5 I) in interpreting it as the harbor of the town of Me~ph~s 
itself (cf. TEArJ ME)lCP€WS, P. Oxy. VI, 919, 3, and note), whlch lS 
also the view of Professor Eitrem (Studies Presented to F. LL. 
Griffith, pp. 215-216). . 

There was not much variety in the types of merchandlse 
carried. Reed baskets are mentioned three times, pulse (opo{3os) 
three, wheat twice, and olive oil once. As might be expected 
from the provenance of the documents, most of the receipts were 
issued for goods passing through the gate of Soknopaiou ~esos. 
Only one other place is mentioned, namely, the gate of DlOny
sias which was a considerable distance away at the western end , 
of Lake Moeris. 

Little attention has been paid hitherto to the seals attached 
to these receipts. Even the recent study by M. Pieper, "Die 
Siegelung in den griechischen Papyri Aegyptens," Aegyptus, 
14 (1934), 245-252, has nothing to say of the custo~s seals, an~ 
it is only in connection with the following pubhshed papyn 
that we have some description of them: P. Grenf. II, L (f) I 
and 2; P. Lond. II, 469a, III, 1265a, I266b, I266c, 1266d, 
I266g; B. G. U. 764, 765, 893; P. Strassb. 124; P. Cairo Pre i
sigke, 25. Apparently it was the rule for suc.h documents t,o 
bear a seal; otherwise there would be no pomt to the XWPLS 
xapaKT~pos of Stud. Pal. XVII, 150, 151, 152, and B. G. U. 763. 
However, since a somewhat larger number of seals were recovered 
at Dime and since they form an unusually homogeneous group, 
it seems well worth while to discuss them with some degree of 
thoroughness. With the possible exceptio~s of N~s. I, 2, and 3, 
which may fall under Caracalla, all belong m the tlme of Severus 
and his sons. The seals are all of clay, usually of a gray color, 
but at times with a reddish tinge and occasionally magenta. 
Most of them were attached to the papyri simply by being 
pressed against the surface of the recto when the clay was damp; 
the rest were partly squeezed through a small hole torn in the 
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papyrus, so that a blob of clay protruded from the verso and 
served to hold the seal more firmly in its place (cf. P. Cairo 
Preisigke, 25). 

The designs of the seals vary considerably, but the majority 
show imperial portraits in the form of one or more heads or 
busts of the reigning Augustus and his co-rulers. Thus single 
heads appear on Nos. 2, 3, and 4(?); a bust on NO.5; two busts 
facing each other on Nos. 7,9,12, 13, 14, and 15; and two busts 
facing right and one facing left on Nos. 6, 8, 10 (?), and I I. 
In fact, only one of the fifteen seals (No. I) lacks an imperial 
effigy. Here the whole face of the seal is occupied by a repre
sentation of an Apis bull. The Apis bull occurs also as a sub
sidiary design in the lower field on three other seals (Nos. 4, 5, 
and 12), and an uncertain figure occupies a similar position 
on No. I I. Probably all the seals bore an inscription giving 
the appropriate imperial title or titles, and portions of such 
are still decipherable on Nos. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, and 15. 
Some also had secondary inscriptions indicating the tax col
lected (p' KaL v', Nos. 3, 8, and II ?), or the place at which it 
was paid (OLa 7rVArJs, Nos. 5, 6, and 8; '2oKV07raLOV, Nos. 7, 9, 13, 
and 14; and perhaps '2oKV07raLOV Nl1O"ov in No. 10). The tax AL)lEVOS 
ME)lCP€WS does not appear in the seal inscriptions, but is indicated 
by the appearance of the Apis bull as the main or the secondary 
feature of the design; cf. Nos. I, 4, 5, and 12 of this group, 
P. Lond. III, 1266d, and B. G. U. 764, 765. The uncertain fig
ure in the lower field of No. II may also refer to this tax. 

No.1 

Inv. 6160a 5 x 6.5 cm. Sept. 2, 2150) A.D. 

The papyrus is intact, the hand a large cursive with the ink 
much faded in some places. The seal, originally affixed in front 
of the (3 in line 10, was broken off, but two magenta-colored frag
ments of it were recovered. These show the remains of the figure 
of an Apis bull, standing r., which filled the face of the seal. 

T€T€A~JVLTaL OLa 7re VA1JS) 
N ~f!c!v '2oKV07raLOV 
AL)lEVOS ME)lCP€WS 

N €LAC!~ €LO" . . W (v) TV 
5 7rE)l7rT'(I ew() 
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EO' Oll'tJ ElIEL 
KaAa}UlIOll ucpvpLo (WlI ) 
Ella, (ETOVS) KO" 
Ell ai'YLaAw OEV. a ... " 

10 (3 

1. rET€AWIiLTaL: for T€rEAWII1JTaL here and in the following documents. 
For a discussion of this form cf. Archiv fur Papyrusforschung, II, 134, and 
III, 123. 

2. N~!Tqv kOKII07raLov: this order is found also in Nos. 2 and 3, whereas 
elsewhere the more regular kOKII07ratOV N~uov is used. 

4. N€'iAO~: cf. NO·3, 3· 
ELU . . W(II). The letters following €LU are very difficult to read. Only the 

W seems certain, but €lull'yw(lI) probably is to be read. 
7-8. Ka.MJ.l.WII u¢vpLo(wlI) tlla.: "one reed basket." Similar objects recur 

in Nos. 2, 5-6 and 3, 5-6. These baskets must have been empty, otherwise 
their contents would have been listed. Since a single basket, even if a large 
one, would not constitute a full load for a donkey, perhaps these had been 
taken out full and were now being returned empty. 

8. (hOV5) KO": probably the twenty-fourth year of Caracalla (215 A.D.) 
rather than of Commodus (183 A.D.), to judge from the level in which Nos. I 
to 3 were found. 

9. Ell a.l'Y~~A41 o€v.a: cf. Nos. 2, 8-9 and 3, 8-9. I have been unable to 
find anything like this in the published documents of this class. The words 
Ell al'YLaA41 seem reasonably certain and could refer to the land adjacent to 
Lake Moeris in the vicinity of Soknopaiou Nesos. In No.2, 8 the correspond
ing words are blurred and also partly obscured by the seal, so that they 
cannot be read: in NO.3, 8 the phrase is abbreviated. More difficult is the 
last word, which in Nos. I, 9 and 3, 9 seems to be O€v.a., but in No.2, 9 is 
certainly O€Vx, while it seems impossible to read X before a. in Nos. I and 3. 

10. {3: cf. Nos. 2, 10 and 3, 10. These are the only three documents 
which show this or any other single letter at the close. In default of a better 
solution, I suggest that the (3 indicates that these certificates were made out 
in duplicate and that this was the second copy. 

No.2 

Inv. No. 6160b 6 X 6.5 cm. Sept. 2, 2 I 5 (?) A.D. 

The papyrus is somewhat broken on the lower edge and also 
has several small holes. The writing is badly blurred, but the 
hand, a medium cursive, is not that of No. I. The seal, of 
magenta-colored clay, 1.2 cm. in its greatest diameter, is in the 
lower right-hand corner and has been pressed through a small 
hole in the papyrus. The partly preserved design shows a head 
facing r. 
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TETEAWlILTaL q~~ 7!~(A7JS) 
N iJuov };OKlI07raLov 

, "II{3n , p KaL 11 a ovs H-

ua'YwlI [Ecp'] Oll'tJ 
5 ElI~L KaA6.1-' (LlIOll ) 

ucp[vpLo]wlI ella 
Eiua['YWlI ] TV 7rEI-'7rT!1 

ewe (erovs) KO 
OEVX 

10 {3 

3. IIa.{3ovs: this name is that of an exporter in P. Strassb. 123, 2 
(second century) and B. G. U. 803, 3 (Severus and Caracalla?). Possibly 
all refer to the same person. 

5- 6. Ka.MJ.I.(LIIOII) u¢[vpLolwlI; cf. the note on No. I, 7. 
7. €lua[-ywlIl: carelessly repeated from lines 2-3. 
7-8 . The date is the same as for No. I; cf. No. I, 8 and note. 
8. . ... : these letters, in addition to being blurred, are partly obscured 

by the seal. 
9. O€Vx : cf. No. I, 9 and note. 

NO·3 

Inv. 6160c 5.5 X 6.5 cm. Sept. 2, 2 I 5 (?) A.D. 

The papyrus is intact except for small wormholes. The hand 
is that of No. I. The seal, placed behind the (3 in line 9, is of 
magenta-colored clay, 1.0 cm. in diameter. It shows part of a 
head facing r. Of the inscription little remains. An outer line 
reads: ]. Avp.[; an inner: p' Ka[1. 11'. 

TETEAWlILTaL o~~ 7!~~(7Js) 
N iJuov };OKlI07r«:tfov 
p' Ka1. 11' N ELAOS Eiua ('YWlI) 
TV 7rEI-'7rT!1 ewe 

5 ECP' Oll'tJ ElIEi. KaA
o.l-'LlIOll UCPVpLOLI?~ 
h[a], (erovs) KO" Ell ai'Y(LaAcfl) 
OEV. a • 

{3 

3. N€'iAOS: the importer of No. 1,4, who there pays the tax of the 'harbor 
of Memphis. Since in each receipt Neilos imports a reed basket on a donkey, 
it seems reasonable to suppose that the same basket and donkey are referred 
to in the two documents. But in that case he would be paying two taxes 
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on the same object, and so far no other instances of this double taxation have 
app~ared. The problem is complicated by the fact that elsewhere the person 
paymg the )UIlEPOS MEWPfWS tax is usuaIIy an exporter (but cf. flcr/l:YwP in P. 
Lond. III, 1266d), whereas in No. 1,4- he is an importer. If we could read 
€~6:ywv i,: No. I, we might suppose that Neilos paid the p' KaL v' on entering 
SoknopalOu Nesos and the A~IlEVOS Ml:wPfWS on leaving it on the same day. 
However, the text does not warrant €~6:ywv in either passage. 

NO·4 

Inv. 6160d 1.5 X 2.0 cm. 

Seal only. Of gray clay. Design: in upper right field a head 
(Car~ca~la ?) laureate, 1.; in lower half an Apis bull standing r. 
InscnptIon: ]vos[. 

NO·5 

Inv. 6177a 5 5 X 65 F b 8 . . cm. e . 7, 20 A.D. 

The papyrus has numerous small holes in the center and a 
larg~ break where the seal was attached. The script is a small 
cursIve. The gray clay seal, originally 2.5 cm. in diameter was 
broken off, but three pieces of it were recovered. These ~how 
the bust of a bearded figure facing r. in the upper left and in 
the center below an Apis bull standing r. The inscription 'running 
around the edge reads: O]La 7rVAY)S ~OKV07ra[£o]v (hov'») LO Aov[ K(LoV) 
~E7rT(LfJ-Lov) ~EOV'l7POV] KaL M AVp(Y)ALov) 'AVTwvLv[ov. On the basis 
of the inscription the bust may be identified as that of Septimius 
Se:erus. .T~e missing upper right part of the seal probably con
tamed a sImIlar bust of Caracalla facing 1. 

TETEA (wvy)TaL) OLa 7rVA (Y)'») Awvv(J'Laoo') AL (fJ-EVO'») 
MEWPEWS 'HpaKA7]') E~a'Ywv 7rVPWV 
E7rL KafJ-nA (OL,») T pLO"L, 7rWA (OL,») ovO"L, 
apTa{3a') T[p]LaKovTa 0VCJ (ETOV'») L7 

5 MEXEtp oWOEKaTTl L{3-

2. 7rVpwv: for 7rVpov. The word is misplaced, since it should precede the 
apra{3as of I. 4-. 

4-. (trovs) t7: this does not agree with the seal inscription, which reads 
(trovs) ~i5. Probably the old seal remained in use for some time after the year 
for which it was prepared had lapsed. 
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No.6 

Inv. 6177b 3.5 X 7.0 cm. Early third century 

The papyrus is badly torn, and the ink is so blurred that the 
text is quite illegible. A fragment of a gray clay seal, 1.5 cm. in 
diameter, remains attached to the papyrus below the text in the 
center. It shows two laureate busts, much defaced, facing r. 
In all probability they represent Septimius Severus with Cara
calla (or Geta) behind, and facing them was originally a bust of 
Geta (or Caracalla), as in the seal of No.8. All that remains 
of the inscription are the letters: 7r]VAY),) ~CJ~[vo7raLov. Originally 
this may have read OLiL 7rVAy)'), as in NO.5, or p' Kat v' 7rVAy)'), as in 

No.8. 
NO·7 

Inv. 61 77c 3.5 X 4.0 cm. Severus and Caracalla 

The papyrus is intact but, except in the first line and part of 
the second, the ink is very badly blotted and has run so that 
many of the characters have become formless. Originally it was 
an unusually small cursive. The seal, affixed below the text, is 
of gray clay, 2.0 cm. in diameter, and shows two busts facing, the 
one on the left bearded, that on the right beardless. They are 
almost certainly Severus and Caracalla. On the upper margin 
may be read the letters: JYJpov [K]a1. M Av[, to be restored as in 
NO.5: AOV[K(Lov) ~E7rT(LfJ-Lov) ~EOVn]pOV Kat M AV[p(Y)ALov) 'AVTwvLvov. 
Written vertically from top to bottom between the two busts is 
the word ~oKvo7raL[ov]. The design is the same as that of Nos. 9, 
13, and 14 below and B. G. U. 803. 

T~TEA(wvY)TaL) OLa 7rVA(r]'») ~CJ~~CJ[7raLov 
~~rCJl! p' KaL v' ....• 
S E~a'Ywv KafJ--
~X~~') ';~LO"L opb{3(ov) 

5 apTa{3(as) ..•• 

~~ ........ 
3. €7rL seems to be lacking before Kall~Ao~s. 
5-6. The letters indicated by the dots in these lines are all there, but 

are iIIegible. 
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No.8 

Inv. 6I77d 6.5 x 5.5 cm. 206-207 A.D. 

The papyrus is rather badly torn, and the ink is much rubbed 
and partly obliterated. The script is a medium-sized cursive. 
The dark gray clay seal, partly broken, 2.0 cm. in diameter, is 
affixed below the text. The design, like that of No. II, shows 
the bust of Septimius Severus facing r., with the bust of one of 
his sons behind him also facing r. and that of the other son con
~ronting him, facing 1. The group is surrounded by an inscription 
III two rows, of which the inner reads: p'] Kai v' 7rVArJS [ ]o<Taq-[; 
and the outer: (ETOVS) Le A[OVK(£OV) ~e7rTL]M(l.ov ~e~?/p'ov K. Map(Kov) 
AUp(rJAl.ov) 'AVT[W]Vl.vov [ ] re[ra. In the inner line we should 
expect ~OKV07ral.ov after 7rVArJs, but it cannot be read there. In 
the outer inscription there is no 0 before v in ~e~'!7p.0v, and one 
cannot read aL after the following K. The letters] re[ at the end 
o.f this lin~ are placed so that they seem part of the inner inscrip
tIOn, possIbly because there was not room for them in the outer. 
They are obviously part of the name rETaS. 

T~TEA (WVrJTaL) a[LCl.] 7r[VA (rJs) ~OK]V07r( al.ov) 
. . . .. . ..... [E]~a'Ywv 
KaM[ . ....... ] .. . 
A[.].[ ... ] ..... . 

5 [ ] .. . 

2. I do not even venture to read N~(Jov at the beginning of this line. 
3. Kal4 : KaJL[~XoLS or KaJL[~X4" 

/' NO·9 

Inv. 6177e Severus and Caracalla 

. ~eal only. M~genta-gray, broken off on the left side; 1.9 cm. 
III dIameter. DesIgn: two busts facing, the left bearded. Around 
the edge the letters: ] ... AUp(rJAl.ov) 'AVT[ TWVI.VOV. Vertically be
tween the two busts: ~OKV07ral.~[v]. The design is that of Nos. 7, 
13, and 14; and the emperors represented are Septimius Severus 
and Caracalla. 

No. 10 

Inv. 618Ia 5.5 x 5 cm. Nov. 8, 206 A.D. 

Except for a few small wormholes, the papyrus is well pre
served, and the writing is in a clear, carefully formed upright 
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cursIve. Only a fragment of the brownish gray seal remains, 
and this is badly defaced. It was fastened by being pressed 
through a hole torn in the papyrus. Indistinct traces of two 
busts, probably facing each other, are visible, as well as part of a 
marginal inscription reading N]~<Tov. 

TeTeA (WVrJTaL) at (a) 7rVA (rJs) ~OKV07ral.ov N ~<TOV pf 
Kai vf IIa,Bovs EH a'Ywv) E7ri oVqJ 
EIJi EAal.ov MeTp~TrJs eIs, 
a-, (hovs) Le' 'AOvp awaeKaTT/, 

5 L,B-

1-2. pi KaL vi: the same symbol after p and v appears in B. G. U. 767, 2. 

2. IIafJovs: this name recurs as that of an exporter in B. G. U. 803, 
dated (hovs) L[. 

3. JLETP~TTJS Eis: read JLETP~TTJV ~va. 
. 4. (hovs) LE': taken in conjunction with the evidence of the seal, which 

implies two emperors, and of B. G. U. 803, which seems to belong to the early 
third century, this should be the fifteenth year of Severus and Caracalla. 

No. II 

Inv. 6181b 6.5 x 4.5 cm. 198-199 A.D. 

The papyrus is well preserved except for several small holes, 
but the ink has run rather badly. The hand is a medium-sized 
cursive. The seal is of gray clay, 2.0 cm. in diameter, and is 
attached to the papyrus below the text, to the right. Its design 
shows two laureate busts on the left facing another on the right, 
while below them is a figure which it is hard to identify, but 
which does not seem to be an Apis bull. The busts are those of 
Severus, Caracalla, and Geta. The inscription was in two rows, 
but the outer is illegible and of the inner only the following re
mains: ]OK .. [. Perhaps this should be restored p' Kat v' 7rVArJS 
~]oKvo[7ral.ov on the analogy of No.8. 

TETEA (wvrJTaL) aL (a) 7rVA (rJs) ~OKIJ07r (al.ov) N T/
<TOV ALMevos MEwpews 
~aTa,Bovs EHa'Ywv) E7rt KaM~(AoLS) 
TPL<Tt 7rWA(qJ) ~Vt opo,B[o]v 

5 ap[T]a,B[as .. ] 0' . 4>. (ETOVS) 
.. MOV?/Oa. ELK K€ 

5. The amount of the load, allowing the normal load of 6 artabs for each 
camel and none for the foal, should be 18 artabs, but this does not seem to 
coincide with traces of the letters that remain. 
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6. Here, obviously, should be the name of the month and the ordinal 
numeral of the day, preceding Ke, but I have been unable to read them 
satisfactorily. 

No. 12 

Inv. 6181C 4.5 X 4 cm. Severus and Caracalla 

The papyrus is badly torn and the text somewhat damaged. 
The writing is in the small cursive of NO.7. The gray clay seal, 
2.0 cm. in diameter, is below and to the right. It shows above 
two laureate busts facing, and below an Apis bull standing r., 
with a moon between the horns and possibly an altar in front, as 
in the seal of B. G. U. 764, which, however, lacks the imperial 
portraits. The busts are apparently those of Severus and Cara
calla. The inscription has been completely lost, since the edges 
of the seal are broken away. 

T ]ETEA (wV'I]TaL) ~'ha. 7rVA ('I]s) };OKV07r (a[ov) ~ ,]O"OV 
AL]J..t€VOS M€J..t<P[E]W~ [nlTWAAUS 
E~a:y]wv .. . .. op6{3(ov) 
apTa{3Cf-~ . [ . .. ] .. () 

5 • A(} up jJ..tLQ. [Kat EiKCtllt], 
Ka. 

4. ..8: this is probably part of the year date, but what precedes 8 is 
quite illegible. 

No. 13 

Inv. 6181d 4·5 X 4.5 cm. June 27, 203(?) A.D. 

The papyrus has several small holes and the writing, an up
right cursive, is somewhat rubbed. The seal, below and to the 
right, of gray clay, 2.2 cm. in diameter, shows two laureate busts 
facing, and between them, written vertically, the word };OKV07raLos. 
The busts represent Severus and Caracalla. Of the marginal in
scri ption all that can be seen is: ]~p.ov .... [, or ]~10v . ... [. 

TETEA(WV'I]TaL) aLa. 7rVA('I]S) 
};OKV07r (a[ov) N ,]O"OV p- KaL 

v- na1~<puv[LS] ~~(a'Ywv) 
E7rL OVOLS 'Y 7rVpO V 

5 apTa{3as awaEKa, 
(7rVpov) (apTa{3as) L{3 (~TOVS) ~Cf- 'E7rL<P TP.[
T'I]L, h],. 

PLATE XIII 

3 

7 
1 1 

13 14 

Customs receipts with sealings 
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3. na.~~<t>a.jl[,sl: or na.uL'Ya.jl(~S). The name does not occur in Preisigke, 
Namenbuch. 

6. (eTovs) ~~: the reading ~~ is none too certain. 

No. 14 

Inv. 6181e 6.0 X 6.0 cm. Severus and Caracalla 

The papyrus is so abraded that only faint traces of the six 
lines of writing are discernible. These show TETE (XWV'l7Tat)] in 
line I, and in line 5: ] MEx1.p [.] 8 .. [ . The seal, of reddish gray 
clay, is below in the center and measures 2.0 cm. in diameter. 
The lower part is missing, but above are two laureate busts, 
facing, and between them written vertically the letters: ~OKV. 
The marginal inscription shows: ] Ka1. M[. The emperors repre
sented are Severus and Caracalla. 

No. 15 

Inv.6181f. 3.5 X 2.0 cm. Severus and Caracalla 

Ali writing has been obliterated from this small scrap of 
papyrus, but there is still attached to it a broken gray clay seal, 
2.0 cm. in diameter. This is apparently of the same type as 
No. 14, although the left bust is almost completely destroyed. 
Of the marginal inscription all that can be read is: 'AV]TwvLvov. 



III. GREEK INSCRIPTIONS 

By A. E. R. BOAK 

Two Greek inscriptions were discovered in the vicinity of 
the temple precinct among the surface rubbish. .' 

/ 

No.1 

No.1 is on a cippus found just below and outside the south 
w~ll of the temenos. The cippus is 60 cm. high, and 33 cm. 
wIde at the base. The two sides are parallel to a height of 45 cm. 
from the b~se .and then ~urve gradually inward until they meet. 
The matenal IS yellow lImestone, 10 cm. thick, with a smooth 
face and roughly dressed back. The inscription occupies only 
the uppe~ half of the rectangular surface of the cippus and the 
oval portIOn above lacks all trace of any decoration. The letters 
are 1 to 2 cm. high, and the lines begin about 3 to 4 cm. from 
the left edge. 

y rEP BAC[I]I\EWC 
f':. [EJ M A lOY [ 

nTO 
] 

THe [ ] . 
" . ITHI·W 
[ E) Y t;:. A IMWNOC 
[ ] . lOY Y n E P EA TOY 

[K A IJT H ( r Y N A I K 0 ( KA I 
[ C 0 K] NOn A I W I 0 lJ.O 

[N ]~YO nTO 
. [ J~ 1lJ. 

V7rEP {3aO'Lr..€WS II TO-
r..[E]tLaLOU [ ........ ] 
TfjS [ . ....... ] ... . 
L. , •..... 7rr]L. W 

5 [ ...... E]voaLtLWVOS 
[, , , ,] ,LOU V7rEP faTou 

[KaL] rfjs ,,/uvaLKOS Kat 
34 
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[ .... ~OK]V07raLWL 000-
[V . ... . .. ] OVO II TO-

IO •.•• [ ..•. ] (€TOUS) LO. 

The inscription records the dedication to the god Soknopaios 
of a road in honor of one of the Ptolemies and in behalf of the 
dedicator, his wife and, possibly, his children. On the basis 
of the letter forms the inscription belongs to the late second 
or the first century B.C. (cf. the examples in J. G. Milne, Greek 
Inscriptions, 1905), and, since it is dated in the fourteenth year, 
should fall under Ptolemy Euergetes II (145-II6 B.C.), Ptolemy 
Alexander I (II4/I3-81 B.C.),Vf Ptolemy Auletes (80-5 I B.C.). 
Ptolemy Soter II (116-108 and 88-81 B.C.) seems to be ruled 
out because the name of his mother, Cleopatra III, regularly 
precedes his in inscriptions and papyri (cf. E. Bevan, History 
of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty, p. 327, and the examples 
in Preisigke, Worterbuch der griechischen Papyrusurkunden, III, 
38-39.) Owing to the loss of the names of the Ptolemy and his 
queen in lines 2-4" we cannot decide definitely which of the 
other three is referred to here. However, it may be of some 
significance in this connection that in 95 B.C. under Ptolemy 
Alexander an inscription was set up at Dime recording the en
dowment of the temple of Soknopaios with an annual grant of 
corn (Bevan, op. cit., p. 332; Milne, op. cit., No. 9245). But 
in this inscription we find the letter forms E and £2, not E and w. 

The TfjS at the beginning of line 3 of our inscription was probably 
preceded by KaL at the end of line 2, and followed by j3aCTLr..LO'O'r]S. 
At the opening of line 5 came the name of the dedicator, the son 
of Eudaimon, and line 6 possibly began with TOU followed by the 
grandfather's name, of which the genitive ending -LOU is pre
served. The missing word at the beginning of line 8 probably 
was ULWV, since TEKVWV would have taken up too much space . 
ooo[v may have been followed by a verb indicating construction 
or by the measurements of the road. In any case the dedication 
of a OOOS is of great interest, since the inscription was found near 
the point where the long paved way from the south gate of the 
town approaches the temple precinct, and it may refer to this 
avenue. The words OVO IITo- in line 9 present difficulty, and I 
offer no solution for them. Can they refer to the dedication of 
two statues of Ptolemy along with the ooos? 
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No.2 

/ 

No. 2 is inscribed on a rectangular block of yellow limestone 
46 cm. high, 17 cm. wide, and 10 cm. thick, with a carefully 
smoothed face and a rough back. The writing begins 13 cm. 
from the top, but all traces of any ornamentation on the upper 
portion of the stela have been effaced. The lines commence 
just at the left edge and extend to the bottom of the stone, but 
little more than the initial letters of each line is legible. The 
letters are about 1.5 cm. high. 

YnEP[ 
M[ 
:: [ 
/' [ 

o [ 
T[ 
TI[ 

1':1 [ 
~ [ 
T [ . 
I [ . 
E [ 
TI[ 

M[ 

. 

'> .. B [ 
XP [ 
AP r[ 
TH I ZM [ . 

The poor state of preservation of this dedication renders 
any interpretation impossible. 

IV. THE COINS 

By R. A. HAATVEDT 

THE coins found in the course of the University of Michigan 
excavations at Dime were considerably fewer than might have 
been expected, numbering only 95. Of these, 42 were found in 
the surface rubbish and only 53 in the houses that were exca
vated. This is probably to be explained by the fact that most 
of these buildings had been partly or completely plundered by 
native diggers. Needless to say, no hoards were discovered . 
Most of the coins were badly corroded, but yielded to treatment 
in a solution of Rochelle salts, caustic soda, and water, as recom
mended by Mr. Alfred Lucas of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo. 
In the end all but eight could be identified, although the poor 
state of preservation of a number of the Ptolemaic coins made 
it impossible to assign them to any particular reign. By far 
the largest number of coins, 83, were bronze; II were billon; 
and only one was silver. 

The coins found in the houses support the dates of the various 
levels obtained from papyri. On the east side, in the area desig
nated Squares G8 and H8 (Plans I, III, IV, and V), the types 
are predominantly Roman, ranging from Augustus to Anto
ninus Pius. Only three are Ptolemaic, of which one, No. 29, 
is a coin of Cleopatra VII, and the other two, Nos. 34 and 35, 
are of uncertain date. The earliest datable papyrus from this 
area belongs to the time of Claudius and the latest to that of 
Severus and Caracalla. We can, therefore, safely assume that 
this complex of houses was built early in the Principate and 
continued to be occupied until early in the third century. 

On the west side, in Square E5 (Plans VI, VII, VIII, and 
IX), there were no coins from the Fourth (or lowest) Level, 
whereas those from the Third Level (Nos. 7, 8, and 9) are issues 
of Ptolemy VI (181-146 B.C.). The coins of the Second, First, 
and Late First levels, which were not separated by any marked 
break in occupation, range from Ptolemy IV (222-204 B.C.) 

to the Emperor Hadrian. The datable papyri from these up
per levels run from 74 B.C. to 193 A.D. 

37 
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The surface coins cover an extensive period from Ptolemy VI 
to Constantius I (305-306 A.D.). The coin of Constantius, how
ever, No. 87, is an isolated specimen separated by a wide gap 
from the nearest in point of date, No. 86, which belongs to the 
year I55-I56 A.D. In view of the lack of evidence for the occu
pation of Soknopaiou Nesos during the late third and fourth 
centuries, we must conclude that this coin of Constantius was 
accidentally dropped by some visitor to the site, possibly a 
soldier or one of the desert guards. It must also have been 
some soldier or official who brought to Dime the single silver 
coin, No. 85, a denarius struck in Rome in 154-155 A.D. 

The crude imitations of Ptolemy X, Nos. 14 to 24, which are 
partly surface finds and partly from Square E5, show that even 
this outlying settlement was affected by the political and eco
nomic decline of Egypt in the first half of the first century B.C. 

CATALOGUE 

In this catalogue, to avoid needless repetitIOn of obverse 
and reverse descriptions, coins of the same type are designated 
as "similar," with an indication of particular variations. The 
excavation number of each coin is also given to show the level, 
house, and room in the house in which the coin was found; for 
example, I II2 E = First (or top) Level, House II2, Room E; 
I I03-4 = First Level, between Houses I03 and 104. An asterisk 
means" underneath"; for example, F* = underneath Room F. 
Coins found in the surface rubbish are labeled X. 

The method of description is similar to that adopted in the 
British Museum Catalogue by R. S. Poole and in Numi Augg. 
Alexandrini by G. Dattari. Because of the poor state of preser
vation of the coins the weight is not given. Those of the Roman 
period consist of billon coins and of the usual denominations 
of copper of the Alexandrian coinage (cf. R. S. Poole, Catalogue 
of the Coins of Alexandria and the Nomes, British Museum, I892, 
Introd., pp. xxvii-xxix). No new types are contained in the 
collection, and all have appeared in previous publications. The 
following abbreviations are used in the references: 

Svor.: J. Svoronos, TA NOMI~MATA TOT KPATOT~ TQN IITOAEMAInN, 
Vols. I- IV, 1904. 

B.M.: R. S. Poole, Catalogue of the Coins of Alexandria and the N omes, 
British Museum, 1892. 

Datt.: G. Dattari, Numi Augg. Alexandrini, 1901. 
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PTOLEMY IV (222-204 B.C.) 

1 lE 38 mm. I 103- 4 
Obv.: Head of Zeus Ammon r., 

diademed 
Svor. 1144-45 

Rev.: [nTOAEM]AIOT BA~IAEQ~ 
Eagle on thunderbolt 1., looking 
back 

PTOLEMY VI (181-146 B.C.) 

2 lE 20 mm. I 103-4 
Obv.: Head of Zeus Ammon r., 

diademed 
Svor. 1426 

3 Similar I 109 F* 

5 Similar I 112 A* 

7 Similar 21 mm. 111301 A* 
Svor. 1426 

9 Similar III 305 (street) 

11 Similar 20 mm. X 
Svor. 1426 

13 Similar X 

Rev.: IITOAEMAIOT BA~IAEQ~ 

Two eagles 1., on thunderbolt; in 
front, cornucopiae 

4 Similar I III K* 

6 Similar 23 mm. I 112 E 
Svor. 1425 

8 Similar 20 mm. III 301 A * 

10 Similar 30 mm. X 
Svor. 1424 

12 Similar 21 mm. X 

PTOLEMY X (86-84 B.C.) 

(Crude imitations) 
14 lE 15 mm. I IOI D 

Obv.: Head of Zeus Sarapis(?) r. 
(obscure) 

Svor. 1917 0) 

15 lE 17 mm. I 101 P 
Obv.: Similar 

16 Similar 18 mm. I 107 C 

17 Similar 14 mm. I 107 C 

18 Similar 15 mm. I 108* 

Rev.: Defaced 

Rev.: Two eagles 1., on thunder
bolt (?) 
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19 JE 15 mm. I 109 F* 
Obv.: Head of Zeus Ammon r. 
Svor. 1917 

20 Similar 18 mm. X 

21 JE 20 mm. X 
Obv.: Similar 
Svor. 1918(?) 

22 JE 16 mm. X 
Obv.: Similar 
Svor. 1917 

23 Similar 18 mm. X 

24 JE 15 mm. X 

Rev.: Two eagles 1., on thunderbolt 

Rev.: Eagle 1., wings closed (obscure) 

Rev.: Two eagles 1. (?) 

Obv.: Head of Sarapis r., wearing Rev.: Two eagles 1., on thunderbolt 
modius 

Svor. 1917 

PTOLEMY XI (107-101 B.C.) 

25 JE 12 mm. I III G 
Obv.: Head of Zeus Ammon, r. Rev.: Eagle 1. (obscure) 
Svor. 1732-33 

26 Similar 13 mm. X 

CLEOPATRA VII (45-30 B.C.) 

27 JE 27 mm. I 109 L 
Obv.: Bust of Cleopatra VII r., 

diademed 
Svor. 1871 

28JE27mm. IlIIM 
Obv.: Similar 

29 JE 27 mm. II 210 (street) 
Obv.: Similar 
Svor. 1872 

Rev. : Eagle 1., on thunderbolt; to 1., 
double cornucopiae; to r., n (in
scription effaced) 

Rev. : KAEoIIATP Al: BAl:IAIl:l:Ia 
Similar 

Rev.: KAEOIIATPA[l: BAl:IAIl:l:Hl:] 
Eagle 1., on thunderbolt; to 1., 
double cornucopiae; to r. M 

PTOLEMAIC (too effaced for identification) 

30 JE 19 mm. I 101 L* 
Broken and effaced 

31 JE 20 mm. I 101 L* 
Obv.: Head of Zeus Ammon r. Rev.: Effaced 
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32 JE 17 mm. I 107 C 
Effaced 

33 JE 23 mm. I 108* 
Obv.: Head of Zeus Ammon r., 

diademed 

34 JE 27 mm. II 201 F 
Effaced 

35 JE 19 mm. II 201 G 
Obv.: Head of Ptolemy(?) r. 

36 JE 19 mm. III 301 B 
Effaced 

37 JE 20 mm. III 305 (street) 
Obv.: Head of Zeus Ammon (?) 

38-42 Similar 12-20 mm. X 

Rev.: Two eagles 1., on thunder
bolt (?) 

Rev.: Eagle 1., wings closed 

Rev. : Effaced 

AUGUSTUS (30 B.c.-14 A.D.) 

43 JE 25 mm. II 201 F 2- 14 A.D. 

Obv.: Head of Augustus r., laur. 
(inscription effaced) 

Datt. 53 

44 JE 20 mm. II 201 F 2-14 A.D. 

Obv.: Head of Augustus r., laur. 
Datt. 54 

45 JE 20 mm. X 2-14 A.D. 

Obv.: Effaced 
B.M. 27 

46 JE 25 mm. X 8-14 A.D. 

Obv.: Head of Augustus r., laur. 
Datt. 25 

Rev.: Capricorn r. ; eight-pointed 
star above; Saturn in Capricornus 
(inscription effaced) 

Rev.: Caps of the Dioskuri, each sur
mounted by an eight-pointed star 
(inscription effaced) 

Rev.: Ears of corn bound together in 
sheaf; in field, l:EBA l:Tol: 

Rev.: Nike advancing 1., holding 
wreath and palm; in field, L M 

TIBERIUS (14-37 A.D.) 

47 JE 15 mm. X 
Obv. : Head of Tiberius r. 
B.M. 60(?) 

48 JE 20 mm. X Year 5 
Obv.: Head of Tiberius r. 
B.M·57 

Rev.: Wreath of oak enclosing date 
(effaced) 

Rev.: Hippopotamus r.; above, 
TIBEPIoT; below, L E 
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LIVIA (Years of Tiberius) 

49 lE 15 mm. X 
Obv.: Head of Livia r., hair tied 

in knot behind 
B.M. 61-62 

Rev.: Ears of corn and poppy heads 
in sheaf (date effaced) 

CLAUDIUS (41-54 A.D.) 

50 lE 25 mm. II 202 K Year 4 
Obv.: (inscription effaced) 

Head of Claudius r., laur. 
Datt. 137 

Rev.: Nike advancing 1., holding 
wreath and palm; in front, [L] !::. 

NERO (54-68 A.D.) 

51 Billon 25 mm. II 202 F Year 3 
Obv. NEPnKAATKA . . .. .. . .... . 0 

Head of Nero r., laur. 
Datt. 247 

52 Billon 25 mm. II 202 F Year 10 
Obv.: NEPnKAATKAlkkEB .. . 

Head of Nero r., radiate 
B.M. 156 

53 Billon 25 mm. II 202 F Year II 
Obv.: NEP . . .. . ......... . 

Head of Nero r., radiate 
B.M. 165 

54 Similar II 202 F 
(inscription complete) 

55 Billon 23 mm. X Year I I 

Obv.: .. . .. . ..... .. . BrEP 
Head of Nero r., radiate 

B.M. 157 

56 Billon 25 mm. II 201 J Year 12 
Obv.: (inscription obscure) 

Bust of Nero r., radiate (?) 
Datt. 204 

57 Billon 27 mm. II 202 F Year 12 
Obv.: NEPn..... AIkkE ... . 

Bust of Nero r., radiate, wearing 
cuirass and aegis 

Datt. 204 

Rev.: Roma seated 1. helmeted, clad 
in chiton and peplos; in r. hand 
she holds Nike 1. bearing trophy; 
in 1. hand, sword in sheath; in field, 
[plW MH; ~ 

Rev.: Bust of Sarapis r., wearing 
taenia and modius adorned with 
laurel branches. ATTO KPA; in 
front, t.! 

Rev.: Eagle on thunderbolt 1., wings 
closed; behind eagle, palm branch. 
AT TOKPA; in front, t.!A 

Rev.: Bust of Sara pis r., wearing 
taenia and modius; in front, t.!A 

Rev.: Bust of Alexandria r., wearing 
elephant's skin; in front, t.!B(?) 

Rev. : Bust of Alexandria r., wearing 
elephant's skin. . .. 0 KPA; in 
front, t.!B 
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58 Billon 26 mm. II 202 F Year 13 
Obv.: ..... AATKAIkkEBrEPAT 

Bust of Nero r., radiate; in 
front, t.!r (?) 

B.M. 126 

Rev.: Bust of Zeus Olympius r., laur. 
.:llOkOA TMIIIOT 

OTHO (69 A.D.) 

59 Billon 26 mm. II 202 F 
Obv.: (inscription effaced) 

Head of Otho r., laur. 
Datt. 326 

Rev.: Eleutheria standing 1., resting 
on column, holding wreath and 
scepter (?). EAEV 8EPIA 

VESPASIAN (69-79 A.D.) 

60 lE 25 mm. X 69- 75 A.D. 
(fragmentary) 

Obv. : ...... . ... EBA .... . .. . ... . 
Head of Vespasian r., laur. 

B.M. 261- 267 

61 lE 26 mm. X Year 4 
Obv.: AVTTIT<I>AAVIOVEkIIAkI

ANKAIk 
Head of Vespasian r., laur. 

Datt. 399 

62 lE 22 mm. X Year 5 
Obv.: ... . ...... . BAOVEkIIA-

kIANOV 
Similar 

Datt. 415 

63 lE 25 mm. X Year 7 
Obv.: . .. 0KKAIkkEBAOVEkIIA

kIANOV 
Similar 

Datt. 402 

Rev.: Bust of Isis r., wearing disk, 
horns, and taenia 

Rev.: Bust of Sarapis r., wearing 
taenia and modius; in front, LLl 

Rev.: Hawk r., crowned with skhent; 
behind, LE 

Rev.: Bust of Sarapis r., wearmg 
modius; in front, f 

DOMITIAN (81-96 A.D.) 

64 lE 19 mm. X Year II 
Obv.: A VTKAICAP ....... BrEPM 

Head of Domitian r., laur. 
Datt. 557 

65 lE 33 mm. X Year 14 or 15 
Obv.: ............ IOC .:lOM .. 

Similar 
Datt. 541 

Rev.: Right hands clasped; above, 
LlA 

Rev.: Triumphal arch with three 
gates, surmounted by metopes and 
pediment [upon it the emperor, 
holding branch oflaurel and scepter, 
in chariot of six horses, flanked by 
trophies]; in field, L!Ll or t.!E 
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66 A<: 35 mm. X 
Similar (inscription effaced) 

NERVA (96-98 A.D.) 

67 Billon 25 mm. II 202 F Year I 

Obv.: KAIl:l:EB A VT NEPoVAl: 
Head of Nerva r., laur. 

B.M. 353 

Rev. : Agathodaemon serpent r., 
wearing skhent, enfolding winged 
caduceus and stalk of corn; be
low, LA 

TRAJAN (98-117 A.D.) 

68 A<: 38 mm. X 108-111 A.D. 

Obv.: ....... NCEB ......... . 
Bust of Trajan r., laur. 

Datt. 722-727 (?) 

69 A<: 35 mm. I 109 A 109-117 A.D. 

Obv.: (inscription effaced) 
Head of Trajan r., laur. 

B.M. 515-523 

70 A<: 34 mm. X Year 17 
Obv.: AVTT PAIANCEB rEPM

AAKIK 
Bust of Trajan r., laur., wearing 
aegIs 

Datt. 926 

71 A<: 35 mm. X 
Obv.: Effaced 
B.M. 486-487 

Rev.: Emperor on horseback (?) 
(defaced) 

Rev.: Emperor in quadriga r., hold
ing branch of laurel and standard 
(obscure) 

Rev.: Isis seated 1. on throne, scepter 
in 1. hand, two ears of corn on head, 
places skhent on head of Harpoc
rates standing 1. in front; two 
hawks wearing skhents stand on 
either side of back of throne; III 

field, L.! Z 

Rev.: Euthenia and Demeter facing 
one another(?) (obscure) 

HADRIAN (117-138 A.D.) 

72 A<: 25 mm. X 
Obv. : A VTKAI TP AIAAPIACEB 

Bust of Hadrian r., laur., wear
ing paludamentum, cuirass, and 
aegIs 

Datt. 1721 

Rev.: Harpocrates 1. nude, wearing 
skhent; r. hand raised to mouth, 
1. holds chlamys and cornucopiae 
(date effaced) 

THE COINS 4-5 

73 A<: 26 mm. X Year 15 
Obv.: Similar 
B.M.669 

74 A<: 35 mm. X Year 15 
Obv.: Similar 
B.M. 869 

75 A<: 35 mm. I 112 L Year 16 
Obv.: Similar 
Datt. 1794 

76 A<: 33 mm. Year 16 
Similar (inscription effaced) 

77 A<: 32 mm. I 109 A Year 17 
Obv.: Similar (inscription effaced) 
B.M. 693 

78 A<: 35 mm. I 112 L Year 17 
Obv.: AVTKA .................. . 

Similar 
B.M.692 

79 Billon 25 mm. II 202 F Year 21 
Obv.: ..... TPA AAPIANOCCEB 

Head of Hadrian r., laur. 
B.M. 582 

Rev.: Emperor 1., laur., scepter in 1. 
hand, receives ears of corn from 
Alexandria r., wearing elephant's 
skin, short chiton with diplols, pep
los, and cothurni; in 1. hand, vex
illum; in field, LIE 

Rev.: Emperor 1., laur., scepter in 1. 
hand, extends r. hand to Alexandria 
who kisses it; she wears peplos and 
chiton, carries corn in 1. hand; in 
field, LIE 

Rev.: Nilus seated 1. on rocks, 
crowned with lotus, himation over 
lower limbs, holds reed in r. hand, 
cornucopiae in 1.; on rocks, croco
dile, r.; in front, [u] 'i 

Rev.: Athena standing 1., wearing 
crested helmet, chiton, and aegis; 
1. hand rests on shield behind; r. 
holds ears of corn (obscure); in 
front, [L] IZ 

Rev.: Athena standing 1., wearing 
crested helmet, chiton, and aegis, 
holds ears of corn in r. hand, spear 
in 1.; behind her, shield (date 
effaced) 

Rev.: Triptolemos in car r., drawn 
by two winged serpents, each wear
ing skhent; he wears chlamys and 
scatters seed with r. hand from 
seed bag su pported in 1. arm; above, 
KA 
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ANTONINUS PIUS (138-161 A.D.) 

80 1E 35 mm. II 203 ] 
Obv.: (inscription effaced) 

Bust of Antoninus r., laur. 
B.M. Illl-11l7 

81 1E 33 mm. II 202 K Year 8 
Obv.: (inscription effaced) 

Head of Antoninus r., laur. 
Datt. 2710 

82 1E 35 mm. X Year 8 
Obv.: ATTKTAIAALlP 

ANTWNI. ..... ETC 
Similar 

Datt. 3056 

83 1E 35 mm. II 204 E Year 9 
Obv.: Similar (inscription 

effaced) 
B.M. 1147 

84 1E 35 mm. II 204 E Year 13 
Obv.: (inscription effaced) 

Bust of Antoninus r., laur. 
(obscure) 

B.M. 1I49-II5I 

85 .tR 18 mm. X 154-155 A.D. 

Obv.: ANTONINVSAVGPI VSPF
IMP n 

Head of Antoninus r., laur. 
Mattingly and Sydenham, Rom. 

Imp. Coinage, Vol. III, p. 56, 
No. 254 

Rev.: Isis Pharia r., wearing horns, 
disk, and plumes, clad in chiton 
and peplos which flies behind her, 
holding inflated sail with both 
hands and 1. foot (date effaced) 

Rev.: Nike advancing 1., with palm in 
1. hand and wreath in r. with which 
she is about to crown a trophy con
sisting of helmet, cuirass, and 
crossed oval shields and spears; III 

field, L H 

Rev.: Portico with pediment sup
ported by two columns and adorned 
with figures of Nike holding disk 
between them; within, seated 
statue of Sarapis 1., with r. hand 
extended over Kerberos seated at 
his feet, and holding scepter in his 
1. hand; in field, L H 

Rev.: Nilus seated 1., crowned with 
lotus, himation over lower limbs 
and 1. arm, holds cornucopiae from 
which springs infant genius; reed 
in 1. hand; beneath, crocodile r.; 
LENATOV 

Rev.: Nilus recumbent 1., holding 
reed and cornucopiae with infant 
genius extending wreath toward 
him ... CK ... 

Rev.: Salus seated 1., feeding snake 
coiled around an altar TRPOTXIX 
COS nn (minted at Rome) 

THE COINS 47 

86 1E 32 mm. X Year 19 
Obv.: (inscription effaced) 

Head of Antoninus 1., laur. 
Datt. 281I 

Rev.: Bust of Sarapis r., wearing 
taenia and modius; in field, L 18 

CONSTANTIUS I (305-306 A.D.) 

87 1E 25 mm. X 
Obv.: FLVALCONSTANTIVS 

NOB CAES 
Head of Constantius r., laur. 

Cohen, Description historique des 
monnaies, Vol. VII, No. 1I8 

Rev.: Genius standing 1., wearing 
modi us, holding patera and cor
nucopiae; at his feet, eagle 1., look
ing back. GENIOPOPV L IRO
MANI In ex., ALE 

COINS CORRODED AND TOO EFFACED FOR IDENTIFICATION 

88-92 1E 10-12 mm. 

93 1E 24 mm. I 101 E 

94 1E 25 mm. I 101 E 

95 1E 23 mm. II 204 A 
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VOL. XVII. TRANSLATION AND TRANSLITERATION. Pp. X + 492. $4.50' 

VOL. XVIII. TRANSLATION AND TRANSLITERATION. Pp. iv + 524. $4.50. 

VOL. XIX. COMMENTARY. Pp. x + 377. $4.00. 
VOL. XX. SUPPLEMENT AND INDEXES. (In preparation.) 

VOL. XXI. THE MINOR PROPHETS IN THE FREER COLLECTION AND THE BERLIN 
FRAGMENT OF GENESIS. By H. A. Sanders and C. Schmidt. Pp. xii + 436. 
$3·5°' 

VOL. XXII. A PAPYRUS CODEX OF THE SHEPHERD OF HERMAS, WITH A FRAG
MENT OF THE MANDATES. By Campbell Bonner. Pp. x + 137. $3.00. 

VOL. XXIII. THE COMPLETE COMMENTARY OF OECUMENIUS ON THE ApOCA
LYPSE. By H. C. Hoskier. Pp. viii + 260. $4.00. 

VOL. XXIV (= Michigan Papyri, Vol. I). ZENON PAPYRI IN THE UNIVERSITY 
OF MICHIGAN COLLECTION. By C. C. Edgar. Pp. xiv + 211. $3.50' 

VOL. XXV. KARANIS: TOPOGRAPHICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL REPORT OF Ex
CAVATIONS DURING THE SEASONS 1924-28. By A. E. R. Boak and E. Peterson. 
Pp. viii + 69. $2.00. 

VOL. XXVI. COPTIC SOUNDS. By William H. Worrell. With an Appendix by 
Hide Shohara. Pp. xviii + 186. $3.00. 

VOL. XXVII. ATHENIAN FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS OF THE FIFTH CENTURY. 
By B. D. Meritt. Pp. xiv + 192. $3.50. 

VOLS. XXVIII-XXIX (= Michigan Papyri, Vols. II-III). PAPYRI FROM TEB
TUNIS. By A. E. R. Boak. 

VOL. XXVIII (= Michigan Papyri, Vol. II). Pp. xvi + 259. $3.50. 

VOL. XXIX. (In preparation.) 

VOL. XXX. KARANIS: THE TEMPLES, COIN HOARDS, BOTANICAL AND ZOOLOGICAL 
REPORTS, SEASONS 1924-31. Edited by A. E. R. Boak. Pp. xii + 93. $2.50' 

Ora.,s and requests for detailed book lists sMuld be addressed to the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
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VOL. XXXI. ANCIENT TEXTILES FROM EGYPT IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
COL.LECTION. By Lillian M. Wilson. Pp. x + 77. $2.50. 

VOL. XXXII. PARTHIAN POTTERY FROM SELEUCIA ON THE TIGRIS. By Neilson 
C. Debevoise. Pp. xiv + 132. $3.00. 

VOL. XXXIII. THE ATHENIAN ASSESSMENT OF 425 B.C. By B. D. Meritt and 
A. B. West. Pp. xiv + Il2. $2.50' 

VOLS. XXXIV-XXXV. GREEK OSTRACA IN THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
COLLECTION. By Leiv Amundsen. 

VOL. XXXIV. PART I. TEXTS. Pp. xx + 232. $3.50' 

VOL. XXXV. PART II. COMMENTARY. (In preparation.) 

VOL. XXXVI. STAMPED AND INSCRIBED OBJECTS FROM SELEUCIA ON THE 
TIGRIS. By R. H. McDowell. Pp. xviii + 272. $3.50' 

VOL. XXXVII. COINS FROM SELEUCIA ON THE TIGRIS. By R. H. McDowell. 
Pp. vii + 248. $3.50. 

VOL. XXXVIII. A THIRD-CENTURY PAPYRUS CODEX OF THE EPISTLES OF PAUL. 
By Henry A. Sanders. Pp. xii + 127. $3.00. 

VOL. XXXIX. SOKNOPAIOU NESOS: A REPORT ON THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHI
GAN EXCAVATIONS, 193 1-32. Edited by A. E. R. Boak. Pp. xii + 47. 

$2·5°· 

THE JEROME LECTURES 
LIFE AND LETTERS IN THE PAPYRI. By John G. Winter. Pp. viii + 308. $3.50' 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORTS 
PRELIMINARY REPORT UPON THE EXCAVATIONS AT TEL UMAR, IRAQ, CONDUCTED 

BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AND THE TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART. Le
roy Waterman, Director. Pp. x + 62. $1.50. Bound in paper. 

SECOND PRELIMINARY REPORT UPON THE EXCAVATIONS AT TEL UMAR, IRAQ, 
CONDUCTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, THE TOLEDO MUSEUM OF 
ART, AND THE CLEVELAND MUSEUM OF ART. Leroy Waterman, Director. 
Pp. xii + 78. $1.50' Bound in paper. 

Orders and requests for detailed book lists should be addressed 10 the University of Michigan, An,. A,bor, Michigan. 


